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On May 5, 2005, she received her honorary appointment in the Reserve Force of the Armed Forces of the Philippines (AFP) with a rank of Lieutenant Commander (LCDR), Philippine Navy (PN) (Ref: Authority: Letter from the Office of the Philippine President with credentials in Chemistry as basis).

She received her honorary appointment as International Exchange professor at the Bataan Peninsula State University (under the University President Dr. Delfin Magpantay) She is also invited as Honorary Professor of the Asian Australian Research Foundation Inc (AAREF) (under the AARED President Prof Dr. Thao Le of the University of Tasmania Australia) www.aref.com. In January 2013, awarded a Professorial Chair by the Lyceum University of the Philippines (LPU System under the LPU President Peter Laurel and Lyceum International maritime Academy or LIMA Executive Director Dr. Dexter Buted)

URLS profile of Dr Angelica M Baylon:

http://ph.linkedin.com/pub/prof-angelica-baylon-phd-msbm-mba-ms-bs-chemistry/31/b03/140
http://www.maap.edu.ph/New%20Research/Year%201999%20Profile%20of%20Pres%20and%20DRES/2%20DRES%20Profile.doc

Dr Baylon was featured at the Australian website and was congratulated for winning the Asian Research Leadership Award (http://www.auamii.com/news.html). She was also featured at sun star newspaper (http://www.sunstar.com.ph/cagayan-de-or/local-news/2011/08/17/northern-mindanao-researchers-bag-awards-173625) and at the various websites of the participating universities (http://iamure.ph/awards-2/asian-research-award-2011/);

Dr. Baylon is regularly featured with her photo in the Indonesia Pos on January 24, 2011; she was interviewed about the topic “CREATING COMPETENT AND COMPETITIVE HUMAN RESOURCES” translated into Indonesian Language (Bahasa) - SDM yang Kompeten dan Mampu Bersaing (http://indonesiaposnews.com/2011/01/24/sdm-yang-kompeten-dan-mampu-bersaing/).


On November 2, 2012 as The Most Versatile Intellectual from Philippines (http://indonesiaposnews.com/2012/11/02/the-most-versatile-intellectual-from-philippines/)

About Dr Baylon

At MAAP

Prof. Baylon joined MAAP on May 3, 1999 to December 2000 as its pioneer Executive Dean for Maritime Education and Training (MET) and Dean for General Education. With the creation of the Department of Research and Extension Services (DRES), she also assumed the pioneer position - Research and Extension Services Director on October 23, 1999 up to this date. Likewise in September 2007, with the newly established MAAP-AMOSUP Professional Development Career Center (PCDC) at MAAP Satellite Office in Manila, Dr. Baylon is appointed Administrator. Prior to her post in MAAP, she served as Research and Development (RD) Director for 2 years in Philippine Merchant Marine Academy (PMMA) in 1997 at Fort Boniface, Makita until its transfer in San Narciso Zambales in 1998. From 1997-1998, she was part of the Multi-Sectoral Task Force in Maritime Development. Her contribution in charting the development blueprint for vibrancy and global competitiveness of the Philippine Maritime Sector in the 21st century was recognized by the Philippine Department of Transportation and Communication (DOTC).

Other Institutions

She has a total of 25 years teaching experience (full-time and part-time combined) in a number of prestigious local Universities: Far Eastern University, University (1987-1996 FEU, Manila), University of the Philippines (1993-1996 UP, Manila), Philippine Women’s University (1993-1997 PWU, Manila), PMMA (1997-1998 Makati and Zambales and MAAP (1999 – to date Mariveles Bataan) where she taught Math, Chemistry and Physics. Dr. Baylon had taught Math, Physics and Chemistry in reputable universities in Manila (1987-1998), like University of the Philippines (UP-1993-1996) and Far Eastern University (FEU-1987-1996). Her previous publications were mostly in Chemistry and these include Manuals, Modules and experimental research studies that were presented in national and international conferences. Hence in 1997, she attained the highest rank of Professor 4 at PWU Graduate School (PWU-1993-1997), prior to her administrative and academic positions at PMMA and MAAP. In 2011, she was awarded a faculty rank of University Professor (with BPSU ID) at the Bataan Peninsula State University (BPSU) signed by the University President Dr. Delfin Magpantay under the BPSU International Exchange Faculty Program for nationally acclaimed and highly qualified individuals that assist BPSU in its multidisciplinary and transdisciplinary linkage on research and other extension services programs, projects and activities ("Bataan Peninsula State University" batpenstateu@yahoo.com or mis@bpsu.edu.ph)
Authorships at MAAP

At MAAP, she authored various MAAP publications with ISSN numbers: MAAP Research Journal and Code of Ethics in Research, MAAP Extension Services Journal, MAAP Chemistry Module, Department of Research and Extension Services Operation Manual, Procedures on Research and Extension Services at MAAP Quality Policy Manual, the PAEPI Biennial Publication and the on-going 2013 MAAP Prospectus. Started in year 2009, Dr. Baylon is a regular columnist of Harborscope, a popular maritime publication (local and international), being published every two months. She regularly contributes articles on Maritime education, training, research and extension services. www.harborscope.com.

Educational Qualifications

A consistent academic achiever, Prof Angelica M Baylon earned her various formal education with honors and scholarships namely: in the field of Chemistry (BS Chemistry -1986 Cum laude at Far Eastern University Manila with 1.63 grade - also first place in Chemistry quiz contest and was Miss Chemistry 1986 -1993; MS Chemistry- PCASTRD and NRCP scholarship with 1.15 grade at University of Santo Tomas, Manila with her PhD in Chemistry completed academic requirements and only lack the dissertation); Business Administration (MBA-1996 with Highest Distinction in FEU with her EdD completed academic requirements and lacking dissertation); Educational Administration (PhD-1997 with High Distinction at Manila Central University); and Shipping Business Management (MSBM-2002 outstanding graduate with grade of 1.08 from the Philippine Merchant Marine Academy). Her elementary and secondary schooling was at Paco Catholic School where she graduated as an outstanding student with gold medal and loyalty award in 1981.

Notable International Study Programs

Having successfully passed the rigid selection for the Group Study Exchange (GSE) Program conducted by the RI District 3790 of the Rotary International (RI), she was awarded a 5- week all expense paid study tour (March – April, 2003) to various educational, research & maritime institutions at RI 9670 New Castle, New South Wales Australia. Upon return, she became the Director for International Projects of the Rotary Club of Mariveles Ecozone in 2003 to date and actively plans, coordinates and initiates a number of research-based extension services projects beneficial in the communities in line with RI thrusts and MAAP Programs. In June 2003, invited by the Dokuz Eylul University (DEU) School of Maritime Business and Shipping Management (MBSM), she participated in the “International PBL in MET Seminar – Workshop” at Izmir Turkey thru her 18-page workshop paper and finally three papers which were all published on Problem- Based Learning (PBL) in Maritime Education and Training (MET) Workshop Proceedings for the 01-03 June 2003 Dokuz Eylul Publications with ISBN 975-6981-63-6. In October 2004, MAAP published its first issue of MAAP Journal with ISSN-1656-555x and is on the process of having its journal accredited be accredited by CHED as national and possibly international publication. In April 2004, she was trained on Research and SPSS Short Training Course at Information Services and Seafarers International Reserch center (SIRC), in Cardiff University, South Wales UK. Funded by the European Commission, she participated in research meetings at Singapore Maritime Academy (SMA), University of Polytectnic Catalunya (UPC), Barcelona Spain, MAAP and PMMA Philippines for the completion of the collaborative research study which was presented in
November 25 2006 during the AMETIAP Conference held at Century Park Hotel Philippines. Sponsored by AMOSUP Training Center (ASTC), she successfully completed the following maritime training courses namely: Instructor’s Course (IMO 6.09), Assessors’ Course (IMO 3.12) and Basic Safety Courses (IMO 1.13, IMO 1.19, IMO 1.20 and IMO 1.21). She also completed the Free Fall Lifeboat (FFLB) Familiarization Training and in 2010, she once again re-trained for the renewal of her seaman’s book (every 5 years), so she will be ready to conduct any research studies that would require a seaman’s book on board international vessel.

**Notable Speakerships**

Dr. Angelica M Baylon is a regular international resource speaker invitee on various topics on maritime like: maritime programs that ensure continuous supply of competent maritime programs, maritime crisis: challenges and opportunities, curriculum development, research, project management, proposal writing, communicative skills coastal environmental protection, climate change threats a lot more.

As a maritime research and extension services director, she served as keynote speaker, guest lecturer, resource speaker and facilitator and her papers were published in a number of refereed books or proceedings publications and likewise presented in international conferences organized by the International Maritime Lecturers Association (12th IMLA in 2002, 13th IMLA in 2004 and 14th IMLA in 2006, 17th in 2009), International Maritime English Conference (16th IMEC in 2004), Lloyds Shipping Management (LSM) Conference in 2005, AMETIAP Conference in 2005, Association of Maritime Fisheries and Universities Forum (AMFUF) in 2008, 2009 and 2010 etc. held in the Philippines and abroad (Incheon Korea, Busan Korea, Myanmar, Shanghai China, Singapore, Malaysia, Hongkong, Ghana Africa, Chonbury and Phuket Thailand, Dalian China, Gydnia Poland and Russia to name a few). Some of these papers were also published in the Philippine Journal of MET (PJMET).

In 2009, Dr Baylon is an invited member of the Korea Funded International Exchange and Cooperation Project on SPIL or Shipping, Ports and International Logistics (Dec 16-19 2009- Dec 2014). The project is headed by Prof Dong–Keun Ryoo, (MS/Phd Cardiff University in UK) the Director for Center of International Logistics Management of Korea Maritime University along with Prof Sang–Youl Kim of Pusan National University. She served as international speaker on December 17-18, 2009 for the SPIL International Conference held at BEXCO Convention sponsored by RO Korea Ministry of Land Transport and Maritime Affairs, Busan Port Authority and Busan Metropolitan City. She may be able to recommend Filipino scholars coming from any Maritime Schools whether private and public to be sent to Shanghai Maritime University in China and Korea Maritime University for an all expense paid undergraduate and post graduate degree.

She is also an invited visiting guest lecturer in the graduate school of Korea Maritime University two times (Center for International Logistics and Division of Shipping management Graduate School under its Director Prof Dong Keun Ryoo on Nov 6, 2009 and Dec 16 2009 respectively).
On international,

Since June 22-24, 2007, Dr. Baylon is a regular thesis/dissertation reviewer of the Graduate Research Office, University of Tasmania Australia (c.j.smith@utas.edu.au), to review papers and PhD thesis of students with honorarium for every submitted reviewed papers (e.g. 2008 Dissertation reviewer of the 393-page paper “User Friendly and Learner-Friendly Courseware Design, Development and Evaluation” by Yasmine Howards January 14, 2009 for the Graduate School of University of Tasmania). Recently, she is an invited PhD Thesis reviewer for the paper “Health and Well-Being of Intermarried Filipina Women in Rural Tasmania” (Ref: Aug 30, 2011 University of Tasmania Graduate Research Office).

In 2007, not a mariner from the Philippines, Dr. Baylon was also invited member of 7th TRANSNAV International Scientific Paper Review Programmed Committee and had served as re-writers (http://transnav.am.gdynia.pl/proceedings/pdfs/88.pdf), (http://transnav.am.gdynia.pl/transnav2007/index.php?page=7&lang=en) and (http://transnav.am.gdynia.pl/transnav2007/index.php?page=22&lang=en) and 2013 TRANSNAV Scientific Programme Committee (http://transnav2013.am.gdynia.pl/Committee/scientific-programme-committee.html) by Gdynia Maritime University Faculty of Navigation and the Nautical Institute. For the 2013 TRANSNAV papers, she had blind peer reviewed 10 papers.

On January 15, 2010, Dr. Baylon is an invited Member of the Editorial Advisory Board (approximately 10 members) for the new book “Technologies for Enhancing Pedagogy, Engagement and Empowerment: Creating Learning–friendly Environment” edited by Dr. Thao Le and Dr. Qynh published by IGI Global Pennsylvania USA in December 2010 with ISBN: 978-1-60741-320-2 (Ref: email invitation from Dr. Thao Le of University of Tasmania Australia or UTAS).

Dr. Baylon is a member of the international editorial Board of the Australian Multi-cultural Interaction Institute (AMII) with 10 various Australian Universities. She is the only one in the Philippines on maritime research and listed 3rd on the list. Please check its website www.auamii.com/editorial_board.html

On Sept 14, 2011, Dr Baylon received invitation from Dr. Vera Anukwu, the Editorial Assistant of Journal of Public Administration and Policy Research (JPAPR) to review for the Journal of Public Administration and Policy Research and had emailed the full manuscript (JPAPR-11-050) entitled “Planning and Managing of Development Projects in Bangladesh: Future Challenges for Government and Private Organizations” http://www.academicjournals.org/JPAPR

On 26-28 Sept 2011, Dr. Baylon to further enhance skills in reviewing papers had participated and trained in the International Accreditation Training of Academic Journals at Hotel N, Kauswagan in Cagayan De Oro. After having successfully accomplished the training, she was recognized as an Accredited Asian Peer Reviewer as her name and papers were also found at google scholar. For year 2012, two papers have been published at International peer refereed journals with ISSN and may be read at these URSL links of International Journal of Ecology and Conservation vol 1 Jan 2012 (http://iamure.ph/wp-content/uploads/2012/03/ANGELICA-M.-BAYLON.pdf) and International Journal of...
Challenges in Philippine Maritime Education and Training.

She is on the process of having the research journal at MAAP be a global maritime journal to be launched and soon be indexed and accredited by CHED in 2014 thru the help of MAAP’s great global academician maritime friends.

2010-2011 LOCAL TECHNICAL AND PEER REVIEW

In the Philippines, Dr. Baylon is a regular reviewer of papers and serves as panel member in research forums: Asian Institute of Maritime Studies (AIMS) Graduate School, Philippine Women University (PWU) Graduate School, Lyceum of the Philippines University (LPU), University of Perpetual Help Graduate and by MAAP students and faculty that were reviewed for the past 10 years (www.maap.edu.ph). To name a few notable good papers: on June 6, 2011, at Lyceum University of the Philippines in Batangas, Dr. Baylon reviewed paper six papers authored by LPU VP Esmenia, Dr. Magnaye, Dr. Flora V Javier and Dr. Dexter Buted; on Aug 27, 2010, Dr. Baylon also served as REFEREE in the Research Forum with the theme “Fortifying Organizational Research Culture towards an Improved Benchmark of Quality maritime education and Training at AIMS Maritime College Bldg, Roxaz Blvd Pasay City Philippines Asian Institute of Maritime Studies (AIMS) for the thesis studies of maritime officers namely: papers 4/E Danilo M Patcsil; 2/M Ernesto Leal ; 2/M Gaspar Bisoy Jr, 2/O Bayani Lopez and 3/O Christopher Solano;

Notable Projects

The offering of new Programs at MAAP were based on the brilliant ideas of MAAP President Vadm Eduardo Ma R Santos, AFP (Ret), former Flag-Officer in Command of the Philippine Navy coupled with research and organizational skills by the DRES Director, they have transcribed the ideas into a paper for submission to concerned agencies (the funding agencies and CHED- Office of Program and Standards for approval, DEPED, NRCP, DOST etc) and the same have been implemented. The following concept paper and feasibility studies have been prepared for: the Offering of Dual Course Program in 2008, Establishment of the Professional Development Career Center (PDCC) in 2009, Establishment of the Center for Advanced Maritime Studies (CAMS) in 2011 and the Participation of MAAP as proponent for the DepEd's Maritime K to 12 Implementation with Incheon National Maritime High School (INM) as Sponsor for the Senior High School Program of the 12 MAAP Filipino Scholars (2013). At CAMS, Dr. Baylon is in charge of research and statistics courses in Maritime and is currently working on a module for maritime professionals.

This is addition to Dr. Baylon being the project officer at MAAP for MAAP participation and paper contribution to the PBL in MET Research Networking in 2003 led by DEU at Izmir Turkey, Also, Dr. Baylon had developed and implemented EU-ASEAN AUNP project (2004-2006) as the project proponent /leader, organizer and coordinator at MAAP to enhance MAAP Research Program Funded by the European Commission with the Seafarers International Research Center (under its SIRC Director Prof Dr Helen Sampson) as Project leader, had saved MET participating institutions more than $50,000 for human resources, research and curriculum development program and had sent 10 faculty and staff in an all expense paid trip and training courses that enhanced their teaching and research skills.
for curriculum and human resource development in MAAP. These have also been shared to co-maritime schools (JBLMU, LIMA etc) that resulted to confidence building and stronger ties. Action research meetings at MAAP, PMMA, Cardiff University in UK, University of Polytechnic Catalunya in Spain and Singapore Maritime Academy. The project provided MAAP with a Toshiba laptop and an SPSS program. MAAP had linked with project partners for complementation of MAAP Research-Based Extension Service Programs that saved for MAAP $ 5,000 (US dollars) annually with MAAP only counterpart are its volunteer staff and facilities (2006- to date). One of the notable projects was the MAAP-TOTAL-LIQUIGAZ Artificial Reef project launched in 2007 at Sitio Marina, Bataan. This project was concerned with the environment as well as the quality of life of fisher folk community at Barangay Alas-asin, proposal for the establishment of artificial reef was prepared and submitted to TOTAL and LIQUIGAS which was considered for $ 10,000 (US dollars) by TOTAL from its branch in France and the same was launched in 2006; responsible for the Community Organizing Project for the newly established fisherfolk association named Samahan ng Malilit Na Mangingsida ng Bauto (SAMAMABA) who is tasked to take care of the Artificial Reefs; had organized a Strategic planning seminar-workshop (December 4-5, 2008) and payao management seminar workshop (Dec 16-17, 2008) for the fisher folk association; had registered the fisher folk association and (the SEC CN 2009 -14608) Tin (007-369-377) issued on Sept 25 , 2009 and had prepared a project proposal for their livelihood and the sustainability of the AR project with other project partners .As Director for International Relations of the Rotary Club of Mariveles Ecozone and had submitted a “Livelihood Project for the Fisher folk Association (SAMAMABA)” for the Rotary International Matching Grant project, October, 2009 . Through this AR project, MAAP, an educational institution, known to be a center of knowledge and education, an academe, training, research and extension services institution, has shared its human resources (one of which is Dr. Baylon who sits at the Bataan Coastal Care Foundation Inc on behalf of MAAP). Thus making the program a research-based extension services program with impact factors had provided or assisted in providing expertise and advise on relevant information from the national to the local levels; interpreted monitoring data and research and development information to be used by local stakeholders; undertook research and development programs that would address information gaps and uncertainties in relation to policy and management issues in the province; participated actively in policy and decision –making processes both at the national, regional and local levels, had built and strengthen local capacities through training and formal/non-formal education and had developed and coordinated environmental education programs and events focused on maritime environment.

As President Elect of the Philippine Association of Extension Program Implementers (PAEPI) composed of 80 Higher educational institutions, she had organized a CHED-endorsed PAEPI National Consultative Forum and Planning cum Seminar-workshop on Extension Program enhancement and resource generation with a theme “Towards Relevant and Responsive Implementation of Extension Services Programs to Empower Communities for Sustainable Development” with CHED OPS Dr Francisco as GOH and Speaker, hosted by MAAP on May 21-23, 2009, with 90 participants nationwide, prepared and submitted the PAEPI accomplishment report dated June 15, 2009 to the Philippine Commission on Higher Education Office of Program and Standards (Dr Felizardo Y Francisco) which consist of the following: as President – elect of PAEPI FY 2009-2010 , upon knowledge that the PAEPI established in 1990 by TUP with SEC No 177210 was already revoked on Sept 29, 2003 for non-compliance of reportorial requirements, with the help of SEC, PAEPI was revived with MAAP as the principal office and served as an incorporator. PAEPI was issued SEC-
CN2009-10059 dated July 1, 2009, printed new PAEPI official receipts with BIR, formed a PAEPI team, MAAP thru DRES and MITTD, prepared the PAEPI website, updated the membership directory and thru the Bataan Peninsula State University as the national treasurer thru the BIR accredited external auditor prepared the PAEPI audited financial report for submission to SEC. Also responsible for the following: **PAEPI Strategic Action Plan 2009-2010** with workshop outputs (Maritime, Luzon, Visayas and Mindanao) incorporated, product of the 2-day strategic planning by the PAEPI Board prepared by Dr. Baylon), **The PAEPI Policy, Guidelines, Standards and Criteria for Performance Recognition in Extension or PAEPI Recognition Policy.** The Magna Carta for Extension Workers, a policy advocacy of PAEPI is already on Congress and a house Bill 2815 entitled “An Act Strengthening Extension Programs by providing the Magna Carta for Extension Workers and Prescribing Certain Guidelines for Promotion and Expansion of Extension Activities” has been filed as of August 25, 2010. It has passed through the first Reading on Sept 1, 2010 and now pending in the Commission on Social Services thru Congressman Eulogio “Amang” R Magsaysay, PhD. [www.maap.edu.ph/paepi2010conference/index.html](http://www.maap.edu.ph/paepi2010conference/index.html)

**Notable MOA/MOU Signing Led**

Dr. Baylon was responsible for the MOA/MOU of MAAP with
- Incheon National Maritime High School for the foreign paying students at MAAP (2007-2008)
- Korea Institute of Maritime Fisheries and Technology or KIMFT (June 18, 2010 to date) for the international cooperation on training, education and research
- AMFUF member maritime institutions (16 maritime Universities) as regards research review of papers for international research and technical cooperation (Nov 5-7, 2008 at MMU Myanmar, Nov 5-7, 2009 at KMU Korea, Nov 5-7, 2010 at BU, Thailand and October 13-15, 2011 in MAAP Philippines as host and organizer)
- PAEPI and STIE Perbanas, during the SEAIR Conference in Tagaytay City witnessed by PAIR President MAAP (admirably led by its President Vadm Eduardo Ma R Santos, AFP (Ret)) was once again ably represented at the 10th Annual SEAIR 2010 International Conference thru Dr. Angelica M Baylon, the MAAP Research and Extension Services Director with her presentation entitled “Strengthening The Global –Asian Institutional Research Strategic Alliances For Academic Sustainability and Competitiveness: The MAAP Way.” Successfully hosted by De La Salle University (DLSU) and chaired by its Vice Chancellor for Academic and Research Dr. Olivia Legaspi, the 10th SEAIR conference held at Summit Ridge Hotel in Tagaytay Philippines from October 18-21, 2010 was well-represented by delegates (both maritime like JB Lacson/MTC Therese in Iloilo and non-maritime schools) from the Philippines, Thailand, Indonesia, Malaysia, USA, KSA, Australia etc (with 62 multi-disciplinary and transdisciplinary research papers presented and published in refereed proceedings).
The second photo shows the MOU signing between the **Philippine Association of Extension Program Implementers, Inc. (PAEPI)** represented by Dr. Angelica M Baylon, the PAEPI President/MAAP–DRES Director/PAIR Luzon Cluster Chairperson with office address at MAAP, Mariveles Bataan Philippines and **STIE Perbanas** represented by its Rector Prof Dr. Tatik Suryani (Vice- President of SEAAIR) with office address in Surabaya Indonesia for International Research, Academics and Extension Services cooperation and collaborations, which is the essence and one of the objectives of the South East Asian Association for Institutional Research (SEAAIR). The MOU signing was witnessed by six faculty and staff from STIE Perbanas led by its Director Dr. Djuwari and by nine PAEPI members led by Dr. Judith Balares-Salamat and by the Philippine Association for Institutional Research (PAIR) President Dr. Genaro Japos. At the outset, it is worth noting the inspiring congratulatory email dated October 26, 2010 by Prof Dr. Nirham Idrus, one of the distinguished pioneers and founders of the 10-year old SEAIR, from the Universities Tun Abdul Razak, Kuala Lumpur Malaysia, to wit “I am very pleased that through your initiative you have signed an MOU with Perbanas from Indonesia during the conference. That was the first time such signing ever happened in the history of SEAAIR. So thank you and congratulations. I wish you and Perbanas will jointly work together for mutually satisfactory programs. You are a great proponent for strategic alliances and I wish the best in your endeavor in this and in introducing your institution **MAAP to so many around the Philippines.** I feel grateful that SEAAIR had been able to play a small part in these”

- Linked with various project partners: Philippine Navy, GASFI, Pilipinas SIFE, Harborscope and other media friends and signed MOA with various project partners for PAEPI namely:
  - **United Nations Association of the Philippines or UNAP for PAEPI.**
  - **Volunteer service Oversees or VSO bahaginan** for the two PAEPI members to be sent annually abroad for international services for free and with per dieme
  - **STIE Perbanas Surabaya** for International Conference to be hosted by Indonesia with special registration fee for PAEPI members.

- **TOTAL, LIQUIGAZ, BCCFI** etc.
- Recently, at the **ASIAN Conference For Academic Journals and Higher Education Research Conference Program**, Aug 17-20,2011 Pryce Plaza Hotel Cagayan De Oro City hosted by Liceo De Cagayan University, she took advantage of the opportunity to network with more than 75 institutions (350 participants) and signed 22 **MOUs** no money involved but purely voluntary God given expertise based on the multidisciplinary field of expertise via email only or on line for exchange of ideas among selected faculty, friends (Doctoral or Masters degree, research awardees) and executive staff various institutions hence cost effective and at the same time strenghten ties across the board of all nations

The institutions are:

* 4 foreign (STIE Perbanas Surabaya Indonesia, Teri University of India University of Malaya Malaysia , University of Mazandaran of Iran) and
* 14 local universities (Holy Name University, Jose Rizal Memorial State University, University of Northern Philippines, Lyceum University of the Philippines, Liceo De Cagayan University, John B Lacson Maritime University, Our Lady of fatima University, Southern Leyte State University, St Therese MTC College, University of San Jose Recoletos Philippines, Central Mindanao University, Bukidnon State University, University of Southeastern Philippines, Cebu Normal University).
* Other MOUs with 3 associations or agencies namely: Maritime lawyer from the Philippine Coast Guard based in Manila, Philippine National Museum, Behavioral Coaching and Training Academy, Inc etc) for free review of papers or research collaborations based only on their respective expertise and at their convenient time. This was done separately both for MAAP in her capacity as research and extension services and PAEPI in her capacity as National Chair/President for research-based extension programs.

**Notable International Group Memberships and actively join the MET discussions**

**Dr. Angelica M Baylon** is an invited fellow member of various international maritime and research groups namely: Marine Professionals - Institute of Marine Engineering, Science & Technology (IMarEST), Maritime Education and Training - MET Network, Maritime Executive, The Nautical Institute, BIMCO and Manning & Training Series. Dr Baylon who scuba dive is also an invited member of Commercial Diver & Diving Operations Asia 2012. She is also a member of the Advanced Institute of Management Research, and Higher Education and Research, International Association of Multidisciplinary Research (IAMURE), Global AMETIAP and AMFUF.

As member, she gets updated with data and information on MET issues and concerns that made research activities fun and enjoyable. She actively participates in the professional group discussions on her free time and learns in the process from the various professional experts. She also shares her expertise and her thoughts on various topics when requested by any fellow member of the groups. Moreover, this support MET groups, greatly facilitated her research works and even provided her ideas which she has never thought of.

Dr. Baylon continuously initiates special projects and activities that received generous funding from both local and international agencies for the institution’s human resource development, community outreach projects, research projects and curriculum development.

**Notable Awards/Recognitions from Reputable Institutions**

**Dr. Baylon** is responsible in documenting and publishing the MAAP best practices and shared to national and international conferences (as shown in the list of publications) for others to emulate as well as to promote MAAP and the country in general for global intellectual cooperation thru research and extension services needed for nation building. In 2009 and 2010, she shared MAAP best practices on Research in Shanghai China, Ghana Africa, Korea and Thailand. This is in line with MAAP President Research and Extension Services Development Plan, and Dr. Baylon’s specialization and advocacy (Research and Extension Services), which are all backed up by solid achievements, recognized within and outside MAAP that contributed in the increased understanding of research methods amongst inexperienced staff in maritime, had stimulated maritime research-led curriculum development, had increased knowledge of pertinent current research projects and their findings and...
contributed in an increased research capacity and networks within MAAP and with EU and various ASEAN universities. She is also responsible for a number of MOAs and MOUs between MAAP and 16 global maritime universities (representing China, India, Japan, Korea, Myanmar, Taiwan, Thailand, Russia, Vietnam and Indonesia) for international collaboration and cooperation on research and extension services. Thru annual MOU with 16 ASIAN Maritime Universities for research and MET cooperation. On August 17-21, 2011 during the Asian Conference on Academic Journals and Higher Education research jointly organized by the International Association of Multi-disciplinary Research (IAMURE), The Philippine Commission on higher Education, the Department of Science and Technology and Philippine Association of Institutions for Research (PAIR), CHED with Liceo De Cagayan University as host, she signed MOU with 4 foreign institutions and 18 local institutions for free review of papers for PAEPI and MAAP. Hence, during the World Research Congress I held at Marco Polo Plaza Hotel in Cebu on August 22-25, 2012, the International Association of Multi-disciplinary Research (IAMURE) President Dr. Genaro Japos introduced Dr. Baylon in front of more than 500 participants (with MAAP faculty Dr Marilyn Median in attendance), as “QUEEN of MOUs” who prefers challenging task over easy an “ACHIEVER” who does not know the word “No” and always says “YES” and amazingly accomplishes the tasks with beautiful results in just a short period at short notice. (Reference: Kamaya Point, Vol No 10, Issue No 1 Sept –Nov 2012, p23)

At MAAP, Dr Baylon sits in the Executive Committee (EXECOM), Management Review Board (MRB) and Academic and Training Council (ACAT), hence she is aware the various initiatives and programs conducted at MAAP under the pioneer leadership of Vadm Eduardo ma R Santos, AFP (Ret). She also established the MAAP Research and Extension Services Circle (MRES) composed of the top 10% of students in 2006 and the PAEPI Jr in 2010. As empowered Director at MAAP coupled by her conscientious preparation and prompt submission of MAAP entries officially transmitted to external agencies, MAAP is a consistent recipient of international, national and regional grants, awards, trophies and plaque of recognitions on best Research and Extension Services Programs, best MET Practices, best in Human Rights practices, best in Physical Facilities, best in Student Services Program, TOSP (the outstanding student of the Philippines), TOMS (Ten Outstanding Maritime Students), Special Citation in Producing Exemplary Youth Leaders, Leadership awards and research grants by reputable national and international award giving bodies: Commission on Higher Education (CHED), Commission on Human Rights (CHR), Philippine Association of Maritime Institutions (PAMI), National Federation of Center for Human Rights Education and Training (NFCHRE), the Philippine Association of Extension Program Implementers, Inc (PAEPI), United Nations Association of the Philippines (UNAP), Philippine Association of Research Managers Inc (PhilARM), Philippine Association of Institutions for Research (PAIR), MAAP-PAEPI Student Chapter (UNESCO Accredited), Bataan Coastal Care Foundation Inc (BCCFI), Philippine Navy (PN), National Research Council of the Philippines (NRCP), Philippine Association of Maritime Training Center Institutes (PAMTCI).

For the past 5 years (AY 2006-2010), a total of 38 recognitions have been received by MAAP with Dr. Baylon as recipient of four prestigious Research awards: the 2009 CHED Commissioner Medrano best R & D Management paper award, 2010 National Research Quality Assurance Advocacy Award, International Roberto Padua Research Impact Award (Dr. Padua was former CHED Commissioner and first Filipino international research awardee) and 2010 National Research Leadership Award. She was nominated by PAIR, PAEPI and MAAP for the 2010 search for the Outstanding Woman in Nations Services (TOWNS), being conducted every 3 years by TOWNS since its establishment in 1974 and was included in the 15 short-listed finalist nationwide interviewed by the former Chief Justice Corona at the Supreme court in May 2010. PAEPI awarded Dr. Baylon the 2010 Outstanding Research-
**Based Extension Services Leadership Award** and a **Plaque of Recognition** for her Meritorious Services as PAEPI BOD Region III and National President 2009-2010

**2009 CHED Commissioner Medrano best R & D Management paper award**

On **April 6-9, 2009**, during the 20th NATIONAL CONVENTION Philippine Association of Research Managers (PHILARM) with Theme “**Advancing Research Management for S & T Productivity and Sustainable Development**” hosted by Aklan State University, Banga, Aklan, Dr. Baylon presented MAAP Entry “**Leading to an Improved Management Systems of R &D Programs and projects for Productivity and Sustainable Development: The MAAP Experience**”

*The next day, in the presence of more than 200 participants, MAAP was awarded by CHED Commissioner William C. Medrano the 4th Place (Plaque of Recognition) for the Best WC Medrano R & D Management Paper Award* for its paper entry entitled “**Leading to an Improved Management Systems of R & D Programs and Projects for Productivity and Sustainable Development: The MAAP Experience.**”

From left is R & D Paper Committee Chairman Dr. Rolando D. Labios, PHILARM President Dr. Erlinda B. Aromin, CHED Commissioner Dr. William C. Medrano, MAAP Director for Research and Extension Services/presenter/awardees Dr. Angelica M. Baylon and the GOH and Speaker, the First Filipino General Director of ICRISATI (International Crops Research institute for the Semi Arid Tropics, Pradesh India) Dr. William D. Dar. Out of the 32 scientific papers submitted for the competition, only **19 competing papers qualified for the oral presentation** with Benguet State University as first placer, Isabel State University as 2nd placer and University of the Philippines-Los Banos as 3rd placer. Other members of the R & D paper committee were: Director Dr. Richard M. Juanillo (DED-IDBM, PCARRD or Philippine Council for Agriculture, Forestry and Natural Resources Research and Development), Dr. Teotimo M. Aganon (VP for Research and Extension of Central Luzon State University), **Director and Scientist Dr. Teodoro S. Solsoloy** (Department of Agriculture – Bureau of Agricultural Research), Dr. Florie B. Gapido (VP for Research, University of Rizal System) and Dr. Jane C. Reyes (University Extension Specialist, UPLB). Prof. Angelica M. Baylon was well congratulated by other universities for the well deserved award with comments like the difficulty in qualifying for the competition and much more be recognized by PHILARM. Indeed an honor and double victory for the institution and the presenter. PHILARM award is prestigious as the evaluators are respected research managers, grant holder and project leaders of well-funded research.
2010 International Roberto Padua Research Impact Award

On April 27 - May 1 2010, the CHED -endorsed International Conference on Higher Education hosted by the University of Northern Philippines (UNP) was held at Heritage Resort, Caoyan, Ilocos Sur. Out of the 238 full papers submitted, which were divided into four clusters as follows: Science and Technology or S & T (71 papers), Arts, Socio-Culture, Media Philosophy and Religion (67 papers), Education (66 papers) and Best Practices (34 papers), Dr. Baylon presented the paper entitled “Transforming MAAP into a Recognized Maritime Research Institution in the Asia Pacific Region and Beyond” which won the most prestigious award International Roberto N. Padua Research Impact Award 2010 with plaque of recognition signed by Dr. Emily Macdonald of Memorial University of Newfoundland Toronto Canada, Dr. Libertad Garcia, CHED Office of Quality Management and the highly regarded international research and statistics awardee Dr. Roberto N. Padua, the Chair of TWG CHED Journal Accreditation Services/member TWG on the formulation of NHERA II and former CHED oversight commissioner for Research. The Padua Research Impact Award is known as the most difficult award to earn because of its set criteria with 25 indicators. This award is very precious for an 11-year old maritime academy as MAAP was selected and recognized among the 85 HEIs representing 16 regions in the country. The award was handed by Dr. Emily Macdonald, the chair of international panel board of Judges, with Dr. Ken Kawasaki, Professor from Kochi University in Japan. The said paper entry was prepared and well presented by Dr. Baylon as evidenced of another recognition received as first place in oral presentation under the category of best practices (34 entries) with a certificate of recognition signed by Conference Chair and multi-research awardee on Science and Technology Dr. Alfredo R. Rabena, UNP Director for Research and Dr. Emily Macdonald.

2010 National Research Leadership and Quality Assurance Advocacy Award

On June 11-13, 2010, in the National Conference for Quality Assurance in International Journal Publications and Sustainable Research Management organized and hosted by Our Lady of Fatima University (OLFU) with 4 MAAP staff in attendance: QMR Michael Amon, DRES Ms Janice Vergara and librarian Ethel Agcaoili, DRES Director Dr Baylon served as keynote speaker with her speech” Transformation of MAAP from the Perspective of Research Impact Factors which won the Roberto N. Padua Research Impact Award 2010 (out of 238 papers) during the International Conference hosted by the University of Northern Philippines in Vigan City Ilocos. In the said conference, Dr. Baylon, received a Research Quality
Assurance Advocacy Plaque of Recognition as well as the prestigious National Research Leadership Plaque of Recognition. On the other hand, MAAP Quality Assurance Manager Mr. Michael A. Amon received a certificate of appreciation for his insightful message that advocates research quality assurance and was recognized with a Silver Prize Award for sharing best practices among HEIs (Luzon Category).

Photos above shows from left: Dr. Baylon, Dr. Ruben Umaly, the awardee Mr. Michael Amon, Dr. Juel Nuevo and Dr. Genaro Japos.

Some of the prominent speakers during the 3-day conference include: Dr. Isagani Cruz, Prof. Don Malabanan, Dr. Alan Benedict Bernardo, Prof. Jose Maria Z. Valdehuesa, CHED–OQM Dr. Libertad Garcia, Dr. Dr Ruben Umaly, Dr. Chona Sarmiento, Dr Venaracion Cabana and Dr. Evelyn Capiseno. The group photo presents souvenir shot with Luzon Cluster (NCR, Region 1-5 HEIS) participants (not on photo are the Visayas and Mindanao participants).

2010 FINALISTS (15) Ten Outstanding Woman in Nations Services (TOWNs).

Nominated and endorsed by PAIR, PAEPI and MAAP, Dr. Baylon was included in the 15-short listed finalist nationwide and was interviewed by former Chief Justice Renato Corona at the Supreme Court. She ranked 11. This TOWNs search is being conducted every 3 years by TOWNs Foundation since its establishment in 1974. The paper entry may be read at http://www.maap.edu.ph/Research/research%20accomplishment.pdf

2010 Outstanding Research-Based Extension Services Leadership Award

On Dec 11, 2010, PAEPI awarded Dr Baylon “Outstanding Research-Based Extension Services Leadership Award” and a Plaque of Recognition for her Meritorious Services as PAEPI BOD Region III and National President 2009-2010, hosted by Aklan State University. Photo shows PAEPI Chairman Dr. Nichol Elman, Director of Extension Services of Siliman University (Ret) and Dr. Alice Diel, Director of extension Services of Capitol University (Ret) these are positive indicators that the initiatives and efforts aimed at enhancing instruction, research and extension services at MAAP as well as in other schools of higher learning are being recognized.

2011 Outstanding ASIAN Research Leadership Award on MET Research

On Aug 17-20, 2011 during the Asian Conference for Academic Journals and Higher Education Research and Asian Conference for Research Journals held at Pryce Plaza Hotel Cagayan De Oro City hosted by Liceo De Cagayan University and co-sponsored by the Commission on Higher Education (CHED), National Research Council of the Philippines (NRCP), Department of Science and Technology (DOST), The Philippine Association of Institutions for Research (PAIR) and the International Association Of Multi-Disciplinary Research Education (IAMURE). Dr
Baylon is awarded plaque of recognition as an Asian Research Leader on Maritime Education and Research out of 263 entries and 10 nations. This was witnessed by NRCP President Academician Alvin B Culada, PhD as the Guest of Honor and Keynote Speaker and CHED Regional Director IV DR Zenaida Gersana, PhD, DOST Regional Director Dr Alfonso Alamian, PhD CESO IV and CHED TWG Chair Dr Roberto Padua.

Photo below shows from left: LDCU planning officer Dr. Florecilla C. Cinches, Conference Chair Mr. Joe Z. Valdehuesa, NRCP President Dr. Alvin Caluba (GOH and Keynote Speaker), CHED Regional Director Dr. Zenaida G. Gersana, Dr. Angelica Baylon, the 2011 Outstanding ASIAN Research Leader for Maritime Education Research, Dr. Anthony Penaso, the 210 Outstanding ASIAN Research Leaders for Higher Education Research and Dr Babor, the 2011 Outstanding ASIAN Researcher, Dr Mariano Lerin, President of Liceo Cagayan University and Dr Genaro Japos, thePAIR and IAMURE President encouraged by the message of NRCP President Dr. Alvin Culaba, who served as Guest of Honor and Speaker on August 17, 2011, had inspired Dr. Baylon to submit a research proposal entitled: “ISSUES AND TRENDS IN PHILIPPINE MET FROM THE MARITIME STAKEHOLDERS VIEWPOINTS: POLICY FORMULATION FOR STCW 2010 IMPLEMENTATION.” to NRCP which was endorsed by NRCP-Divison 1 Chair and PNU President Dr Ester Ogena, now the NRCP VP. The said project received a generous funding of Php 250,000 for 6 months (March-Sept 2012). The initial output was presented in May 2012 at Phuket Thailand and another output on Sept 22, 2012 in Dalian China. With the theme ‘Practical Breakthrough Solution for a Solution for a Sustainable Asian Region’, the said conference promoted the importance of research, in providing practical breakthrough solutions through presentation of research outputs and best practices to contribute its share to excellence through multi-disciplinary streams. The successful conduct of the Asian conference with more than 350 attendees with 263 paper presenters, provided everyone the opportunity to share, contribute, present, meet and network with fellow researchers and Co-foreign counterparts representing ASIA (Indonesia, Malaysia, China, Japan, Philippines, etc) and officers from IAMURE (India, Indonesia Malaysia, Arab Emirates, German, Pakistan and Iran who are officers of IAMURE. Dr. Baylon also served as Keynote speaker on the 4th Day Aug 20211 and received additional recognitions on the said conference namely: ASIAN Research Advocacy Award 2011, ASIAN Research Oral Presentation Judge (As Chairman of the Panel of Judges – Education Category), ASIAN Diamond Award for Oral Presentation – first Place best in oral presentation – Health, Biodiversity, Conservation and Environment Category for the paper entitled “Viable Solutions In Addressing Climate Change Thru Private-Public Partnership” ASIAN Recognition for the most MOUs on Research collaborations and peer reviews signed among local and international institutions and a special award ASIAN best dressed female researcher.

As National PAEPI President and on behalf of MAAP President Vadm Eduardo Ma R. Santos, AFP (Ret), as Director for Research, she spearheaded thru MOUs the project entitled “Free review of Researches, Studies, Papers and other supports” as part of the PAIR and
IAMURE declaration of Research and Intellectual Cooperation, with various institutions representing Iran, Indonesia, Malaysia, India, Arab Emirates who sits on the Board of the International Association of Multi-Disciplinary Research (IAMURE) and MOU with selected 22 Universities (Lyceum Philippine University, University of Northern Philippines, Bataan Peninsula State University, San Jose Recoletos University, Lyceum International Maritime Academy, Bukidnon State University, Holy Angel University, University of Cebu, BCTA, Our Lady of Fatima University to name a few). Photo shows Signing of Memorandum of Understanding by Dr. Baylon with delegates from India and Malaysia witnessed by PAIR/IAMURE President Dr. Japos the succeeding pages presents the various MAAP activities on research and extension services that Dr. Baylon had actively participated with MAAP on the forefront as its Research Director.

1. On 26-28 Sept 2011, Dr. Baylon participated and was trained in the International Accreditation Training of Academic Journals at Hotel N Kauswagan in Cagayan De Oro. She brought soft copy and hard copy of initial journal and draft of the MAAP latest journal for accreditation practice to emulate the best practices of other HEIs like Liceo De Cagayan University and STIE Perbanas Surabaya Indonesia with Level A accreditation journals so MAAP Institutional Journal may soon be accredited by CHED and by external accrediting research journals.

2. On October 13-15, 2011, Dr. Baylon was vice-chair and co-organizer of the Asian Maritime and Fisheries Universities Forum (AMFUF) at the Diamond Hotel in Manila (Oct 13-14, 2011) and at MAAP campus in Mariveles, Bataan (Oct 15, 2011) with MAAP as host and co-organizer with the Korea Maritime University. This is the first time that AMFUF was held in the Philippines and it is even more special as it is the 10th year anniversary. The CHED –endorsed forum, with the theme “The Retrospect and Prospect of AMFUF: AMFUF Leading the Way to Regional Cooperation and Competence in Maritime and Fisheries Industries”, focuses on the sub-themes which include New Trends in MFET (Maritime and Fisheries Education and Training), MFET Institutional Capacities and Capabilities, MFET Quality, Innovations and Creativities, Maritime Cooperation in MFET (e.g. e-learning), New Educational and Technological Advances in MFET, Maritime Safety, Security and Environmental Protection and Unique Tribute of Seafarers to World Maritime Industry. This three-day event will be a gathering of 10 nations representing 16 maritime and fisheries educational institutions from various Asian countries like China, Japan, Korea, Philippines, Japan, Myanmar, Russia, Taiwan, Thailand, and Indonesia for academic exchange, international cooperation, networking, partnership and collaborative multi-disciplinary and trans-disciplinary research endeavors. Suggested participants are Presidents and /or his representative. MAAP sent invitations to all concerned Higher Educational Institutions, 93 accredited MET and maritime stakeholders to provide opportunity for leaders of local higher educational institutions and research associations to meet the Presidents and/or representatives of maritime and fisheries universities in Asia for possible tie-up/ MOU or MOA. This is also posted at MAAP website www.maap.edu.ph.
3. On **Nov 15-17, 2011**, funded by UNESCO in cooperation with Philippine National Commission to UNESCO, UNESCO Rabat, and Ateneo De Manila University and invitation of Dr. Darryl Macer, the UNESCO Bangkok Regional Adviser for Social and Human Sciences in Asia and the Pacific, Dr. Baylon was part of the Long Table Discussion on UNESCO Interregional Asia-Arab Philosophical.

4. Dialogues with theme “Huma Dignity, Justice, Fairness, Youth, Democracy and Public Policy” at the Sampaguita Hall of the Manila Hotel. Ms Zeny Magnial joined her to cover the UNESCO event for Harborscope publication, before they proceeded to the LSM Convention at Philippine Plaza Hotel. Dr. Baylon served as accredited LSM media researcher and is a regular contributing columnist of Harborscope on MET.

5. **November 16-18, 2011** – at LSM Conference, MAAP President and AMOSUP Exec. VP Vadm Eduardo Ma R Santos, AFP (Ret) served as one of the distinguished panel discussants twice on two different sessions. First session was on MET issues and the second session was on piracy issues. Dr. Baylon says that aside from being updated on various maritime issues which she had documented, the event also served as opportunity to see good friends once again namely: Capt. Nicholas Iliopoulos (Ret) Consultant at Dalian University in China. Also on photo with Ms Zeny Magnial are the Papua New Guinea Maritime College Principal Capt. Richard Teo (Ret) with his CEO/President/Capt. of said NGMC. Both Captains in one way or the other had assisted her in maritime research tasks even via email both in PMMA wherein she was formerly Research Director in 1997-1998 and now at MAAP from 1999 to date.

6. **November 18-20, 2011** - GIS may be applied in all fields or disciplines and GIS may also be applied on Human Security as presented at the IFSO International Conference on Human Security as GIS can be applied in all disciplines, invited as speaker by Lyceum Philippines University (LPU) in Batangas City (with accommodations/honorarium/LPU service provided as presenter), as GIS aspirant, her first GIS presentation was entitled “Human Security and GIS: AN Introduction”. That was in line with the theme “Social
“Science Perspectives on Human Security” during the CHED and DECS endorsed 20th IFFSO General Conference by the International Federation of Social Science Organizations (IFFSO) [http://www.iffso.net](http://www.iffso.net), hosted by Lyceum of the Philippines, Batangas City on November 18-20, 2011 (Friday-Sunday).

Photo below shows: Dr. Baylon with her company Ms. Zeny Magnial of Harborscope, Conference Chair Dr. Leon Ramos, Exec Director of LPU /IFFSO BOD, Dean Dr. Anacleta Valdez, IFFSO BOD from India and Atty. Valdez of Phil Coast Guard and with IFFSO President Dr. Teruyuki Komatsu and IFFSO BOD/National Director of the India Council of Social Sciences.

Dr. Baylon thanked GIS Specialist from Oklahoma State University Dr. Alejandro Tongco ([www.philgis.org](http://www.philgis.org)) for being her good mentor and adviser, because after her first attempt as GIS presenter, she had received a number of emails both local and international consulting on GIS for having thought that she is a GIS expert not an aspirant.

Photo: Dr Baylon with Ms Zeny Magnial and LPU GOH form India (in Barong) were toured by LPU Officials at Lyceum International Maritime Academy or LIMA. On stage is Dr Baylon standing on the middle with co-plenary foreign presenters from Thailand, South Korea, China, Malaysia, India, Germany, Indonesia, Ghana Africa, Spain, Japan, Shri Lanka and Hungary. Seated are the 2 LPU VPs (VP VP Dr Esmenia Javoer and VP Dr Flora Javier) with the IFFSO Officials and Board members and LPU Exec Director Leon Ramos.)
Marked first in the history of Philippine Navy that a reserve officer (LCDR Angelica Baylon of MAAP) was included in the list of the General Order by FOIC VADM ALEXANDER P. PAMA, AFP (Ref LOI Nr 069-1 dated November 18, 2011) as shiprider/observer for the Langkawi International Maritime and Aerospace Exhibition 2011 (LIMA 2011 Exhibit), made possible because of the recommendations of Col. Alvin A Parreno, AC of NS for RRA, N9 and Capt. Sean Anthony Villa, N8. She successfully accomplished the tasks assigned by the Head of Mission (HOM) Capt Virme Torralba, MNSA and by the N8 Education and Training Head Capt Villa. The LIMA 2011 Report (Dec 6-10, 2011) consists of a 30-page photo documentation report with the objectives, executive summary, photo proofs, list of companies and booths visited with their respective website and contact details, the information and best practices shared and discussed, conclusion, recommendations, reflections and insights, that were submitted together with the black MTU Bag (cloth material) containing all the brochures, CDs, magazines, brochures provided by the respective companies to the HOM thru CDR Cesista on December 22, 2011. She also submitted a 41-page photo-documentation Journal of Daily Activities (Nov 25-Dec 1, 2011) which include photos, knowledge and skills learned, observations and reflections.

Photo From left aboard the LC 550: Lcdr. Estrella, CO. CDR Teodoro, ExCO. Cdr Cesista, LTJG. Arabbi, Lcdr Baylon, HOM Capt. Torallba, Ltsg Dr. Aspiras, Ltsg. Navarro, LtCol. Fr Fernando, Capt. Dr Cornista, LTJG. Retaga and Ltsg. Flores. She had familiarized with the Ship with the help of the CO CDR Teodoro, had undergone active duty training (ADT) similar to the various functions of officers on board the ship, accomplished seagoing officers logbook (signed by CO and EO), trained on communication Signals, plot charting and fire fighting with the NOBC trainees at the ship, gathered information and data from various LIMA exhibits, networked with key contact person at LIMA for details, participated in the LIMA conferences and workshops, collated the papers, books, magazines, brochures provided at LIMA Exhibits and earned the Shellback title after passing the zero equator and had undergone the navy traditional ceremonies.

Navy officers on Board the LC 550 now are “SHELLBACKS” Photos form L-R: CO CDR Arnel F Teodoro, PN; LCDR Rhobinson B Estrella, PN as David Jones, Head of Mission Capt Virme P Torralba, PN; LCDR Angelica M Baylon(Res),PN; CDR Hilarion D Cesista as King of Neptune ,PN and LTCOL Melchor S Fernando, PN (CHS)

Out of 264 exhibitors from 34 countries (none from the Philippines), only 58 booths (22%) were visited due to time constraints. The launch of the Malaysian Shipbuilding and Ship Repair Industry Strategic Plan 2020 at the Langkawi International Maritime and Aerospace Exhibition (LIMA 2011) on Dec 6 -9,2011 had given the much needed boost to the Malaysian ship building and ship repairing industry. The plan charts a new course for the industry’s development and promotion as it contains action plans that would promote ship building and ship repairing with a view to enhance its contribution to the economy of Malaysia. At the core of the plan is the vision to make...
Malaysia’s shipbuilding and ship repairing industry, a major player in the small to medium sized ship building market and for Malaysia to make a name as a maker of quality high tech products and services in Malaysia in line with Maritime Institute of Malaysia (MIMA) efforts to promote the maritime industry as a national key economic area, given that there are many activities within the industry that can generate high income for Malaysia as aspired by the New economic Model. Malaysian Prime Minister Datu Najib Razak calls for the country to expand its market share in areas such as aerospace MRO and ship building. He said that Malaysia must be prepared to face “stiff competition” for foreign investments once we are no longer perceived as a cheap place to invest. He pointed to low cost giant Air Asia and shipping conglomerate MISC as the drivers of growth. In one of the press conference at LIMA, it is worth noting that Malaysia’s Defense Minister Dr. Ahmad Zahis Hamidi stressed that industrial offset programmes will play a key role in Malaysia’s choice of fighter jets to replace the ageing MiG-29s. He said that the offset programs are "very important and a crucial part of the decision" and that Malaysia is currently carrying out evaluation studies in this area. He disclosed that there are five contenders for the 18 multi-role combat aircraft (MRCA) requirement. It can be surmised that the bidding manufacturers are expected to give details of what they can offer in this regard at LIMA 2011. He also said that Malaysia is very much focused on bilateral and multilateral discussions to resolve issues on territorial claims with China and said that informal discussions had taken place among claimant nations. It was first time for LCDR Baylon of MAAP, to have joined a Navy vessel, nor have ever travelled via ship for weeks. It was a learning and great experience and journey and had appreciated, admire and respect her Philippine navy organization the more. She learned the organization, the set-up of the ship, the capability of the ship, the human resources, the culture on board and good/bad side of the sea going life even with just a month away from loved ones. She can now compute the position of the ship etc, learn various signals on board – the SEMAPHOR, Flag Hoist etc. On LIMA exhibits, she gained insights and appreciation on technology advancements and industry developments particularly on defense welfare. She was happy to be with top government officials, decision makers and industry leaders from around the world as she interacted and had exchanged ideas. Dr. Baylon had photo with Vice Com RADM Orwen Cortez, PN and Commo Tejada, PN.

Unaware of the top Malaysian personalities, she is grateful to the Navy photographer for being alert in every photo opportunities that Dr. Baylon had like with Malaysian Prime Minister Najib Razak and with his Minister of Defense Ahmad Zahis Hamidi who had gladly acknowledged her twice with a smile at the exhibit site and at the dinner cultural site wherein he served as GOH “You had photo with me”.
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During the Cultural Night Fellowship Dinner at the Filipino Booth. From L-R: CDR Cesista, Capt. Torralba, LCDR Baylon, Cdr Teodoro and Cdr Paba. The other photo, with Indian Navy in their costumes. Aside from Lankawi Malaysia, the Navy team also had visited Lumot Royal Malaysian Navy as shown on the background photo. As an off-shoot of her participation at LIMA 2011, a GIS primer and a proposed seminar-workshop on the use of GIS for the institutional capability of the Philippine Navy for implementation on March 26-29, 2012 at PN have been proposed to Phil Navy bosses with Dr. Baylon and Dr. Alejandro Tongco, GIS specialist from Oklahoma State University, as resource speakers, facilitators and trainers.

8. On February 24-25, 2012 KIMFT President Shin Gil Kang (Retired General) sent his KIMFT professors to discuss MOA for signing between KIMFT and MAAP and the priority was the KIMFT anticipated long overdue visit since 2010 of MAAP President Vadm Santos at KIMFT in its new campus in Busan before he retires in 2012 August 10. Photos from L-R: Dr. Baylon, KIMFT Asst Prof Chae Chong-Ju, Vadm Santos, KIMFT Assoc Prof Jang Un-Kyu and KIMFT Admin Staff Lim Sung-JU taken on Feb 24, 2012 at MAAP campus.

The MOA was finally realized in April 2012 when MAAP President passed by KIMFT Busan for the visit as it coincided with his personal trip to Busan Korea with his family because of an International Convention at Bexco Convention Hall that was attended by his daughter, an ophthalmologist. For 2012, MAAP sent Mr. Edgar Sajor to KIMFT as Maritime English Instructor for 240 hours for 6 months (April-Nov 2012). On the other hand, KIMFT sent their Administrator Mr. Han Park for 3 months (Sept-Nov, 2012) to observe MAAP system, processes and procedure that may be applied at KIMFT.

Photo taken on Sept 4, 2012 shows seated form L-R: Lcdr Ato (not in photo) Asst. QMR Susan Murillo, QMR Michael Amon, KIMFT Mr. Han Park and Dr. Baylon, listening for the first time to the country manager of Anglo-Japan-Amreican (AJA) Registrars, Inc, Mr. Paul Bagatsing, presenting AJA Registrar system (SEC registered) and audited both by national (PAO) and international accrediting bodies, as a recognized certifying body by CHED to audit educational institutions in the Philippines. He shared two reference materials namely: IWA_2_2007 and ISO 9004 2009 Managing for the Sustained Success of an Organization and the same were shared with QMR as reference materials for MAAP systematic improvement.
It must be recalled that as early as June 18, 2010, KIMFT President SHIN-GIL KANG along with Prof. CHONG-JU CHAE and Missionary CHEOL HO JUNG visited and tour the MAAP facilities. President Kang was welcomed with an arrival honors by MAAP President Vadm Eduardo Ma R Santos who had provided comprehensive information about MAAP. MAAP and KIMFT discussed in detail about the possible cooperation which includes exchange of faculty members and students, conduct of joint scientific and/or research projects for a field of interest, develop joint training and education programs, exchange of cultural programs, review of papers for publications in refereed journals based on field of expertise and conduct of capability trainings, seminars or workshops needed, which are agreed and signed.

The group photo after the MOA signing from left: MAAP-DRES Director DR. ANGELICA M BAYLON, MAAP-VP FELIX M OCA, KIMFT President SHIN-GIL KANG, MAAP President VADM EDUARDO MA R SANTOS, AFP (RET) and KIMFT Prof. CHONG-JU CHAE.

The MOA was implemented as early as June 29, 2010 when KIMFT President sent two of his professors, Prof. SOON-MAN CHOI and Prof. BYONG-GOO WOO at MAAP as regards ship handling and engine room simulators.

9. February, 2012 Dr. Baylon with incumbent 2013 NRCP President (National Scientists and Academician) Dr. Lourdes Cruz who signed as one of the witnesses for the NRCP research funded project entitled “CHALLENGES, PROBLEMS, ISSUES AND PRIORITIES IN PHILIPPINE MET FROM THE MARITIME SCHOOLS AND TRAINING CENTER VIEWPOINTS: IMPLICATIONS FOR POLICY MAKERS” which was approved during the NRCP Governing Board at its 913th meeting on February 22, 2012 (Ref: letter of the Exec Director dated March 10, 2012) for the contract of the project from March 15 to Sept 14, 2012.

10. March 1-3, 2012 UNESCO with student participation at DAP Tagaytay with Dr. Baylon as one of the BOD requested to deliver the closing remarks. She also served as session chair during paper presentation and as speaker for youth in Mainstreaming Youth Skills Development Agenda thru the Accomplishment of MDGs

On March 1-3, 2012, Dr. Baylon with 12 students participated in the National Innovation Conference on Education (NICE 2012) with theme “Preparing the Filipino Youth for decent Jobs and Better Lives” held at DAP Convention Center, Tagaytay City. Four students (1/Cl Caceres, 1/Cl Espago, 1/Cl Navasero and 1/Cl Jose) were co-organizers and form part of the NAUCP (National Association of UNESCO Clubs of the Philippines) secretariat hence were provided accommodations with reg fee waived. There were almost 500 delegates represented by universities/colleges, secondary education institutions, NGOs, LGUs and private institutions educators and students.
On official business, 10 students who served as flag bearers also joined various contests. Photo shows from L-R: Dr. Urs Grohbiel, NAUCP Chair Prof. Serafin Arviola, Dr. Angelica Baylon and three gold medalist winners: 3/C1 now 2/C1 Sempillo (on the spot poster making contest), 3/C1 now 2/C1 Terrazona (on the spot photo essay writing contest) and 3/C1 now 2/C1 Bang (on the spot photo essay writing contest) and NRCP President Dr Alvin Culaba.

Dr. Baylon as PAEPi President and one of the Board of Directors/Advisers of NAUCP delivered the closing remarks. Seated at the Presidential Table were: Dr. Urs Grohbiel, Dr. Angelica Baylon, USEC Office of Special Concerns Hon Jose Mari M Oquinena, NAUCP Chair Prof Serafin Arviola, Chair of National Youth Commission Hon USEC Leon Flores, Mr. Ibrahim Khalil Ibrahim, NAUCP General Secretary. Also presented a paper entitled “Mainstreaming Youth Skills Development Agenda in Extension Services and Research Thru Accomplishments of MDGs“ and had introduced MAAP and PAEPi to the participants. Dr Angelica Baylon also served as session chair in concurrent sessions.
11. **March 6- 31, 2012** - GIS Training Activities which MAAP organized and initiated at various venues for PN, Local Government units, BPSU, MAAP and other HEIS with students participation as a Geographic Information System (GIS) aspirant, Dr. Angelica Baylon has been fascinated with GIS and its possible application in an educational system like the Maritime Academy of Asia and the Pacific (MAAP) for maritime education and training (MET) programs, Bataan Peninsula State University (BPSU) for campus management and university programs, local government units (LGUS) like Province of Bataan for various government programs including but not limited to coastal environmental management programs and Philippine Navy (PN) for security and defence. After one-year of intellectual email coordination with **GIS Specialist Dr. Alejandro Tongco** from Oklahoma State University (OSU) USA, Balanga City Mayor Joet Garcia and his provincial Heads like Provincial Engineering Office Engr. Ric Yuzon, BPSU President Dr. Magpantay and MAAP President VAdm Santos, Dr. Baylon consolidated their ideas to enhance and finalize the 40-page project proposal entitled "University-wide integration of GIS: enhancing campus management and academic capability of BPSU and Campus-wide integration of GIS: enhancing research, extension services and academic capability at MAAP".

For its realization, various GIS trainings were conducted nationwide in the Philippines in the whole month of March 2012. This was realized because of the support of **MAAP President VAdm Eduardo Ma R Santos, AFP (Ret)**, who had invited GIS Specialist Dr. Alejandro Tongco from OSU, USA in Bataan. Photo shows Dr. Tongco warmly welcomed by VAdm Santos with sidebuoys honor. After briefing about MAAP was souvenir photo of **Dr. Tongco with VAdm Santos, Dr. Baylon and C/E Jess Mendoza** as part of MAAP Research and Extension services and in line with the MAAP President Development Plans and Programs, GIS were introduced with partner institutions thru **free 4-day seminar-workshops**.

On **March 6-9, 2012**, was actual GIS seminar –workshop activities at the PN headquarters after the meeting with N8 Education & **Training headed by Capt. Anthony Sean Villa**. On **March 12 -16, 2012**, In Balanga Bataan as shown on souvenir shots below: Dr. Tongco and Dr. Baylon meeting with **Hon. Mayor Joet Garcia** with provincial heads GIS coordinators and LGU participants.
On March 20-23, 2012 at MAAP, with Bataan Peninsula State University 25 faculty and staff with some MAAP and PN staff in attendance. Photo shows after initial meeting with: BPSU President Dr. Magpantay seated and standing from L-R: BPSU VP RES Dr. Rodis, Dr. Baylon & Dr Tongco. Aside from main speaker Dr. Tongco, Dr. Baylon also a BPSU International Exchange Professor had lectured on

“GIS-based Project proposal writing” and “GIS Project Synthesis, Implementation and Reporting: Guide Questions” and Capt. Raz for his maritime technical expertise, The following friends from Balanga City are greatly appreciated as they travel to MAAP campus and assisted by serving as GIS speakers and facilitators (gratis), Mr. Gabriel Toelentino (MIS Head), Engr. Enrico “Ric” Yuzon (PEO), Mr. Alexander “Butch” Baluyot (PMO), Mr. Cecil Guila (tax mapper III). MAAP President Vadm Santos welcomed all participants and provided his thoughts on the importance of GIS and wished everyone a productive seminar and workshops of possible GIS-based research projects for implementation

On March 26-29, 2012 at MAAP and shared GIS slots to Phil Normal University, Holy Cross of Davao College, University of Cebu etc other interested HEIS nationwide MAAP President welcoming them and providing his thoughts on the relevance of GIS. MAAP Faculty who joined were: ASTC Facilitator Capt. Alfonso, QMR Mr Amon, MSC Facilitator Mr. Bang, DMA Tactical PO Ismael, AQMR Murillo, MSC Facilitator Capt Opena, MITTD Staff Perlado, DRES Staff Vergara, MSC Facilitator Capt. Pitoy, Acad Dean Firme, Admin staff Reyes, CEC Dean Mendoza, Acad faculty Sadang, CAC Capt Raz and Capt Alulod. Other participants were from Holy Cross College of Davao, Mindanao Sanitarium Hospital, Philippine Navy, PNU, PMMA, UC etc. Photo shows are the presenters with Dr Tongco MAAP students presented their group GIS-Based research Project entitled “Piracy Attack Analysis and monitoring through GIS “by 1/Ci Sun, Patrick
John Austine and “Integration of GIS to AIS by 1/C1 Espago, Marville Cullen. MAAP PO1 Ismael, Leandro presented “GIS-based analysis of Midshipman Fleet”. MAAP MITTD Staff Anjay Perlado presented “Digitizing and Measuring Bagumbayan Paracili Camarines Sur”. The PNU group Ms Zyralie Lotivio presented “Budget Appropriations of the State Universities and Colleges in the Philippines for Year 2012”. HCDC Prof Arnulfo Ramos presented “Phenomenological Profiling of Davao Street Children Using GIS”, Allan Factora presented “Population Distribution of Albay”. Phil Navy presentation were: “PN Officer Geographical Assignment Management System” (by Lt Ventura and ENS Estrada) and “Simulation of Chemical Explosion in Metro Manila” (by ENS Benedict Milo and ENS Andre Neil Osoya)

The presentations of 1/cl Espago and 1/C1 Sun were subjected to free critiques from PNU Professors from other universities namely: Zyralie Lotivio, Dean Zenaida Reyes, Tito Baclagan, Brando Palomar, Roxan Ormita and from Phil Navy Ens Andre Neil Osoya, who were one in appreciating the efforts and commended the presentation of MAAP students.

Every Saturdays (March 12, 17 and 24) with MAAP 30 selected & interested cadets who are members of MAAP Research and Extension Services Circle Club (MRESC) and UNESCO accredited MAAP-PAEPI Jr Club.

Photo below shows L-R: Mr Yul Malicse, Capt Villa, PN, Dr Baylon, Col Parreno and Dr Tongco at MAAP campus on March 12, 2012. Other photos are souvenir shots with students who were trained on GIS on March 12, 17 and 24 respectively
Moreover on March 29, 2012, MAAP President VAdm Santos, welcomed the distinguished personalities/partner agencies who graced the National GIS Conference at MAAP campus in Mariveles Bataan: Provincial (Bataan) Engineer Ric Yuzon, Dr. Roberto Pagulayan (Region 3 CHED Zonal Director and Angeles University Foundation Research Director), Dr. Carmencita Aquino (CHED Regional Assistant Director/PhilARM BOD), MAAP Director Dr. Angelica Baylon (PAEPI President, LCDR reserved officer of PN and PAIR/PhilARM/AERA BOD), Dr. Ruben Umaly (AUCP Secretary General/PhilARM BOD), DOST Regional Director Dr. Victor Mariano as GOH and Speaker, MAAP President /AMOSUP Exec VP VADM Eduardo Ma R Santos, AFP (Ret), NRCP VP/Chair Division 1/Philippine Normal University President Dr. Ester Ogena, GIS Specialist from Oklahoma State University Dr. Alejandro F Tongco as trainer and resource speaker, DOST Provincial (Bataan) Director Ms. Rosalina Ona and AERA Chair Dr. Gismo V. Agulan. Not on photos: Philippine Navy Education and Training Head (N8) PN Capt. Anthony Sean Villa, CHED Regional Director Dr. Virginia Akiate, PhilARM President Dr. Ricardo Castro of the Philippine Research Rice Institute (PRII) and PAIR President Dr. Genaro Japos, Research Director of the Liceo De Cagayan University. DOST Regional Director Dr. Victor Mariano served as GOH and Keynote Address speaker during the 3-day CHED-endorsed GIS National Conference, with theme “Enhancing Research, Extension Services and Institutional Capacity of HEIs with GIS (March 29-31, 2012). With the participation of the students in his keynote speech with matching organ that he played as shown on photos, Dr. Mariano was pleased with students' performance and requested that MAAP provide them commendations. This was the culmination of the almost a month of GIS workshops in various venues with the following objectives that have been successfully accomplished: 1. Introduced GIS and its wide uses in enhancing institutional capability in research and extension services as well as present samples of various proposed GIS projects for PN, LGUs, PN and MAAP, 2. Presented a pilot project for a university-wide GIS integration at BPSU for possible implementation in 2012-2014, 3. Produced proposed GIS projects outlines from participants for their respective institutions, 4. Came up with joint resolutions among partner organizations and participants in endorsing a number of GIS projects for the support of government agencies thru the Balik Scientist Program of DOST and 5. Provided a venue for networking among professional organizations who share the same thrusts in enhancing research, extension services and institutional capabilities of the member individuals for the betterment of the institution that each participant serves.
The following government agencies/institutions had graced and supported GIS-based projects in Batan Province is gratefully acknowledged for their honourable presence and message. DOST Dr Vic Mariano, CHED Director Dr Virginia Akiate, NRCP VP Dr Ester Ogena, PN N8 Head Capt Anthony Sean Villa, BPSU President Dr Delfin Magpantay, Balanga City Mayor Joet Garcia, and Provincial Engr Ric Yuzon on Behalf of Governor Tet Garcia and PAEPI President Dr Baylon on behalf of MAAP President.

A fellowship dinner was hosted and sponsored by the Province of Bataan led by Honorable Governor of Bataan and Honorable Mayor of Bataan in honor of Dr. Alejandro Tongco. Dr. Tongco was honoured with a plaque signed by benefitting institutions (Bataan Province, Balanga City, MAAP, PN-N8, BPSU and PAEPI) for one month GIS seminar-workshops conducted by Dr. Tongco. BPSU President Dr. Delfin Magpantay shared his BPSU Chorale for the fellowship Dinner Seated at the Presidential Table from L-R: AERA Chair Dr Gismo Agulan, CHED Asst Director/BOD Philarm Dr Carmencita Aquino, NRCP VP/Div Chair1/PNU President Dr Ester Ogena, AUCP Sec Gen Dr Ruben Umaly, GIS Specialist GOH Dr Al Tongco, Mayor Joet Garcia, DOST Director Dr Vic Mariano, PAEPI/MAAP Dr Angelica Baylon, PN Capt Villa, Philarm President Dr Ric Castro and BPSU President Dr Delfin Magpantay.
Moreover, a resolution supporting the GIS-based projects of MAAP, BPSU and Province of Bataan by government agencies seated from L-R (NRCP, DOST, Balanga City Mayor and CHED) witnessed by Phil Navy–N8 Education and Training, PAEPI President, BPSU President, Philarm President, PAIR BOD/AUCP Sec General, AERA Chair and PMO. A resolution by the participants from (HCDC, PNU, MSH, UNP, CPU, CLSU, PMMA, BU, MAAP, BPSU, UL, New Era, San Beda, University of Cordilleras etc.) of the National Conference on GIS was also signed as indicator that everyone is jointly supporting the Balikpapan scientist application of Dr. Tongco. Likewise a number of proposed GIS projects have been proposed by the participants for possible implementation in their respective institutions, an output of the National Conference on GIS which is very much in line with institutional, provincial and governmental (DOST, CHED, PN and NRCP) thrusts.

Photo shows: from L-R: right: BPSU President Dr Delfin Magpantay, Dr. Angelica Baylon, President of the Philippine Association of Extension Program Implementers, Inc (PAEPI) and (on behalf of MAAP President Vadm Eduardo Ma R Santos, AFP (Ret) former FOIC of PN, as its Director for Research and Extension Series, Balanga City Mayor Hon Jose Enrique S. “Joet” Garcia (handling the Plaque to Dr. Alejandro Tongco (GIS Trainer from OSU, USA) and Capt Anthony Sean Villa, PN, on March 29, 2012 during the Fellowship Dinner sponsored by the Province of Bataan in Honor of Dr Alejandro Tongco. Capt Anthony Sean Villa, PN reads the contents of the plaque as follows “In grateful recognition for his significant contribution to the advancement of technology in the country thru his advocacy on GIS. The training workshop utilized a free open source software which immensely contributed to the knowledge and utilization of GIS amongst Higher education institutions, government offices and agencies in the country” signed by PAEPI President, Head N8 Education and Training of PN, Bataan Governor, Balanga City Mayor, BPSU President and MAAP President.
Dr. Baylon expressed her special thanks to MAAP friends who are provincial heads led by: PEO Engr Eic Yuzon, PMO Engr Butch Baluyot, Engr. Gabby Tolentino, PTO Sarsi Cuayson, Ms Ludy Banzon, Ms Imelda Nieto, Mr Sarsi Cuayson of Tourism Office and Balanga Administrator Rudy Mesa for hosting meetings in Balanga in preparation for the hosting and fellowship dinner for Dr Tongco and other GIS participants sponsored by the Provincial Government within and outside MAAP for the entire month of March 2012, to ensure success of the GIS activities and the same were acknowledged by MAAP President.

To date, Dr. Baylon is an honorary fellow member of GIS Philippines Group. She is currently working on a research-based module “Maritime GIS as Innovative Trend in Enhancing Research and Institutional Capability” for the use of maritime professionals that would also use technology software “Geographic Information System (GIS)” to enhance research and institutional capacity of institution that the maritime officers are currently connected. It is important that they must keep up with fast-developing changes and advances in the maritime and shipping industry, both domestic and global. Hence there is a need to strengthen their institution to meet the present and future demands and expectations of its clients and the workplace they are serving or are going to serve, and at the same time be always on top of other maritime institutions pursuing similar goals. In this day and age, the use and development of information technology, specifically marine information technologies, is increasing exponentially. The maritime industry is fast adapting to these changes. Needless to say, the MAAP maritime research courses with GIS integrated is being designed by Dr. Baylon in keeping up with these advances, in line with MAAP aims to produce graduates who are knowledgeable and updated with the use of latest marine information technologies as GIS so that the maritime professional who will graduate at CAMS will be more suited and highly attractive to the maritime and shipping labor market globally. Geographic information system (GIS) is a fast developing technology that has seen increasingly wide applications in many disciplines. GIS is now widely applied in an array of transportation systems and operations. Most significantly, GIS is a major integral component in marine information systems. Port operations and management, likewise, is another area now taking advantage of the power of GIS.

Dr. Baylon is continuously learning this GIS technique from the great Research specialist and GIS expert Prof Alejandro F. Tongco and initiates special projects and activities with support form MAAP and generous funding from both local and international agencies thru the innovative use of GIS for various capability and human resource enhancement, be it in
curriculum development, extension services, research, campus management, alumni management etc even in maritime research like port administration. Once the Balikbayan Scientist program for Dr. Tongco is approved by DOST , then implementation of a number of GIS-based projects in 2013-2014 at MAAP and its partner institutions like BPSU, PN , Province of Bataan, co-HEIS in the country, PAEPI, PAIR, PhilARM, AERA, AUCP etc. will soon be realized which shall all be documented and reported to all agency concerned. Any HEIS who would like to avail of free training on GIS for its institutional enhancement may contact Dr. Angelica M Baylon (ambaylon_maap11@yahoo.com ) or Dr. Alejandro F Tongco, the CEO/founder of GIS in Philippines. (al.tongco@okstate.edu). DRES is currently encoding the database of student records based on the guidance provided by Dr Tongco to be analyzed using GIS software. Other proposed Maritime GIS-based projects are:

1. GIS-Based Campus-wide Management of MAAP Physical Facilities and Assets
3. GIS Visualization and Spatial Analysis of MAAP Midshipmen, Faculty, Staff, and Alumni
4. A Graduate-Level Subject Offering: “GIS with Maritime Applications” at the Center for Advanced Maritime Studies of MAAP

**12. April 10-12, 2012** - Phil ARM National Convention at Dakak Resort in Zamboanga, awarded Dr Baylon as Cluster Chair for organizing a Research-based extension presentation by UNESCO accredited student clubs nationwide on 2011 April 26-27 with UNESCO Chair as GOH and PhilArm President as Chair of the panel of judges.

On **April 10-12,** 2012 during the 2012 Philarm National Convention with theme “Nurturing Social Responsibility among Research Managers” held at Dakak Resort in Dapitan City Zamboanga, Dr. Baylon received the Plaque of recognition for her contributions as PhilArm Cluster Chair for Luzon 2010-2012 and having served as moderator for the paper presentations. She was re-elected BOD /auditor 2012-2014

The Phil ARM Board photos from L-R: VP Dr. Arturo Arganosa (DOST-PCARD),, Prof form UP Los Banos, Dr. Baylon (MAAP), Treasurer Dr. Perlita Medrano (ISU), President Dr. Ricardo Castro (PhilRice), two BODs and Standing from L-R: Dr. Carmecita Aquino (CHED), Dr. Romulo Palcon (DA-RFU-11) and other BODS. appreciated the efforts of Dr. Baylon and that of the MRES and PAEPI Students when MAAP in collaboration with PAEPI, Philarm and
NAUCP/UNESCO had initiated, organized and conducted a **Training session** for the students extensionists focused on Advanced Leadership Concepts cum presentation of a research-based extension projects on **April 26-27, 2011** at MAAP Campus, with the theme “Implementation of Research-based Extension Program towards Attainment of Millennium Development Goals”. These was participated by 110 students nationwide mostly from MAAP, BPSU, UNP, PNU, EQHS, PESCAYDO, CHRDPE and Lyceum accredited UNESCO Clubs. In the research-based extension services projects presentation, student extensionists from various accredited UNESCO clubs presented their student-led extension programs to the panel created for evaluation of project effectiveness. **Dr. Reynaldo Castro, the PhilARM Chair served as the Chairman of the panel of judges.**

The oral presentations showcased the students’ creativity and skills in taking part to their respective institution’s research and extension programs. The students who topped the competitions were: **Ms. Judith A. Oria (First Place),** from the Bataan Peninsula State University; **4CL Jo-MarK Hieras** and **4CL Kristofer Bang(Second Place)** from Maritime Academy of Asia and the Pacific and **Ms. Leah Pearl Eugenio (Third Place)** from Bataan Peninsula State University. Photo Seated L-R: **Mr. John Mark Caraan** (BPSU-PAEPI JR President 2011), **Dr. Angelica M. Baylon** (PAEPI President / DRES Director/Phil ARM BOD), **Dr. Reynaldo Castro** (PhilARM President), **Ms. Jeanette Tuason** (Director of UNESCO National Commission of the Philippines), **Dr. Daryl Macer** (UNESCO Bangkok), **VAdm Eduardo M. Santos** (MAAP President), **Dr. Elizabeth A. Joson** (BPSU Extension Services Director), **Prof. Serafin Arviola** (PFUCCA Chairman), **1CL Xavier Yumang** (MAAP-PAEPI JR. President 2011) at the back is PAEPI Student members. Once again, Dr. Baylon is re-elected as BOD and as officer (Auditor) of PhilARM for 2012-2014. PhilARM is Philippine Association of Research Managers. **Dr. Baylon seated at the center with the Tawi Tawi Delegates**

**13. May 16-19, 2012** AUMII International Conference with Dr. Baylon as Session Chair for the Keynote Address and paper presenter as well during the **International Conference: Innovative Research in a Changing and Challenging World (IRCCW)**, Graceland Park and Spa Resort, Phuket Thailand (with website: [www.auamii.com/conference.html](http://www.auamii.com/conference.html)) jointly organized by the Australian Multi-cultural Interaction Institute and the Faculty of Education of the University of Tasmania, Australia. Dr. Baylon presented the initial output of the NRCP funded research entitled “Challenges in Philippine Maritime Education and Training” which is also published in the first issue of the
She gratefully acknowledged after her presentation along with CHED and MAAP. Four Filipinos were recognized for their papers that exemplify dedication and contribution to research and research discourse under various categories like insightful research, advocacy research and research done in a challenging environment.

Photo seated from Left -Right , University of Tasmania Australia (UTAS), Director for UTAS Pathways and Partnership Prof. Sue Kilpatrick , Dean of College of Education Prof. Ian Hay , MAAP DRES Director /UTAS regular MS/PhD thesis reviewer Prof. Angelica Baylon , Prof. Pranee Liamputtong, Trobe University, Australia, and University of Sydney Australia Prof. Peter Freebody .Standing at the back from Left to right: Dr Quenie Le, Dr. Chonah Hannah, Mr. Daniel Terry , all from UTAS and PhD Student scholar of Melbourne University Ms. Rowena- Santos Delgado. Dr. Prof Angelica M Baylon is Honorary Professor of the Asian-Australian Research Foundation, Inc (AARF website: (http://new.aarf.com.au/vn/about-aarf/honorary-professors) representing Philippines with 12 others from USA, UK, Australia, Belgium, Japan, China, Turkey, New Zealand, Thailand and Canada.

Dr. Baylon chaired the keynote session of Dr Thao Le who talked about “Hegemony, empowerment and challenges in a global research discourse” On photo, Dr Baylon handed the initial issue of the PAEPI Biennial Publication.

From L-R : Ms. Juanita Nueva (NVSU), Ms. Rowena Santos-Delgado (University of the Philippines), Dr. Si Fan (Conference Convenor), Dr. Baylon (MAAP Director), Dr. Betchie Aguinaldo (Isabel State University) and Dr. Jennifer Lyn Ramos (Benguet State University).

After this Phuket Conference participated by 30 Filipinos among the more than 400 global delegates , Dr Baylon was invited and honored to be one of the 12 Honorary Professors of the Asian Australian Research Foundation or AARF , only one in the Philippines form the list and the same is posted on the website : http://new.aarf.com.au/vn/about-aarf/honorary-professors/

14. June 22-26,2012 - Filipino Seafarers Convention held at the MARINA Multi-purpose Hall which Dr. Baylon and staff participated and documented the forum for research

On June 25-26, 2012 Dr. Angelica Baylon and her staff Ms. Janice Vergara participated in the 2012 Filipino Seafarers Convention Convention at the MARINA Multi-purpose Hallin Manila to document various issues discussed. Initiated and
spearheaded by the MARINA in cooperation with event’s organizer RAS Ad-system Marketing and Communication, had gathered almost 500 seafarers and esteemed resource speakers and successfully have presented, discussed and partly deliberated pressing issues affecting the seafaring profession. The theme “Onward to a Brighter Seafaring Future” captured the prevailing positive sentiment in the manning community today following President Aquino’s order of establishing a single maritime administration. The 2-day convention had enlightened Filipino seafarers on the latest about the European Maritime Safety agency (EMSA) audit conducted in March 2012, updated everyone on the status of the government’s preparation and implementation of the STCW amendments, informed all concerned about the problems besetting the walk-in examination system (WES) from PRC point of view, disclosed the current challenges from the government point of view and perspective of employers, and finally had divulged the implications to the manning industry of executive order No 85 form the MARINA point of views.

While waiting for the arrival of the speakers during the convention, Dr Baylon was provided by Seaway Managing editor Mr. Eloi Calimoso, the opportunity to speak. Hence, MAAP and its scholarship have been promoted and had solicited the support from possible respondents (seafarers and maritime stakeholders) to accomplish the research questionnaires. She also thanked Ms. Marivic Zantua who assisted in the distribution and collection of the accomplished questionnaires by the seafarers and stakeholders attendees for the MAAP research project “Challenges, Issues and Priorities on Philippine MET: From the Maritime stakeholders perspectives” funded by the National Research Council of the Philippines. DRES staff, Ms. Vergara also served as research assistant in this NRCP funded project.

The convention covers presentations by key maritime personnel (from the government and private sector) and interactive discussions on various relevant topics faced by the maritime industry. The major topics discussed include EMSA Audit results, Manila amendments and its impact to Filipino seafarers, rights of seafarers during maritime accidents, walk-in examination system (WES) updates, maritime industry situation from the government and industry perspectives, and the single maritime administration as per EO 75. Photo shows from L-R: PRC Chairman of the Board for Marine Engineer Officers C/E Miguel Marasigan, MAAP DRES Director Dr. Baylon and Seaway Managing editor Mr. Eloi Calimoso.

15. June 28,2012 – As RTD Reactor at Manila Yacht Club in Mainstreaming Maritime: JCJ Series

On June 28, 2012, Dr Baylon served as one of the invited reactors (with Dr Dalaguete, C/E Haboc and Atty Brenda Pimentel) during the Round Table discussion on the State of Maritime Research in the Country (presented by UP VPA Dr Amante Maragtas) and Maritime Administration Models: Benchmarking for good governance (presented by Magsaysay Maritime Corporate Secretary
Atty Josephine G Uranza) that was sponsored and hosted by the Mariners’ Polytechnic Colleges Foundation with the support of Philippine Association of Maritime Institutions [PAMI] and the Philippine Association of Maritime Training Centers, Incorporated [PAMTCI] during the launching of the project MAINSTREAMING MARITIME: JCJ (Jaime C Jimenez) SERIES on 28 June 2012 at the Manila Yacht Club with Atty Nicasio Conti, the MARINA OIC as GOH and Keynote Speaker with other well-known maritime stakeholders. Welcome remarks was delivered by MPCF President Commo Dante Jimenez, PCGA, Photo shows form left: MCPF Pres Commo Dante Jimenez, PCGA, OIC MARINA Atty Conti, MAAP DRES Director Dr Baylon and C/E Haboc of Philcamsat/Malayan College.

Group photo seated from L-R: AIMS President Arlene Abuid-Paderanga, IMO Regional Coordinator for Asia Atty. Brenda Pimentel, Mariners BOD /CEO Ms. Merley Jimenez-San Pedro, Magsaysay Maritime Corporation Exec Sec Atty. Josephine Urnaza, MAAP Director for Research and Extension Services Dr. Angelica Baylon and standing from Left: Dr. Chito Dalaguete, PAMI President Dr. Chiongbian, MPCF President Commo Dante Jimenez, PAMTCI President C/E Alfredo Haboc, UP VPA Dr. Amnate Maragtas, MPCF Exec Director Ms. Evita Jimenez and Director for Policy Studies CENPEG Prof. Bobby Tuazon who summarized the activities and provided his thoughts.

16. August 2, 2012- Dr. Baylon with Two Top MAAP Students finaliste of TOSP at Malacanang Palace Two of MAAP top graduates Chairman Saber 1/Cl Deck Bob Caceres (Chairman of UNESCO accredited MAAP-PAEPI Jr Club and a UNESCO Leadership awardee) and President Saber Engine 1/cl Merville Espago (2012 President of MRES or MAAP Research and Extension Services Circle and Outstanding National Maritime Student Leader Awardee) were recognized among the top 30 short-listed national finalists for the Ten Outstanding Students of the Philippines (10) TOSP winners came from DLSU (3), Ateneo (3), UP (1) , WVSU(1), CMU(1) and 1 URS (1) at the Malacanang Palace with H.E. President Benigno Simeon Aquino III. Photo shows their Clubs adviser Dr. Angelica Baylon, (representing MAAP President Vadm Eduardo MAR Santos, AFP (Ret)) with the three judges on Engineering, Maritime and IT Category namely Photo from L-R seated: Enriquez Engineering Consultancy President Engr. Apollo S Enriquez who is also National Chairman of PRC Board of Civil Engineering. DOST Asst Secretary for Technology Transfer Engr. Ma Lourdes P Orijola, MAAP Director for Research and Extension Services Dr. Angelica M Baylon and Society of Naval Architect and Marine Engineering (SONAME) National President Engr. Thaddeus T Jovellanos.

From L-R: Mrs. Espago, Dr. Baylon receiving the Certificate of Recognition awarded to MAAP for producing two top students for 2012 TOSP, Chairman of TOSP/RFM Corporation CEO/President Mr. Jose Ma. Conception III, Top finalist 1/Cl Espago and 1/Cl Caceres with Mr. and Mrs Caceres, the proud parents. Souvenir photo before the three judges left (Engr Orijola, Engr Jovellanos and Engr Enriquez) who were
one in saying that they had expected that the two MAAP students will make it to the 2012 TEN OUTSTANDING STUDENTS OF THE PHILIPPINES and wish them best in their endeavors.

17. On August 13-20, 2012 – Dr. Baylon as 114th PAMTCI IMO 6.09 Course Graduation Speaker and Inducting Officer at the MAAP campus in Mariveles Bataan, in line with MAAP thrust in ensuring that its academic community are qualified and competent to teach, the Maritime Academy of Asia and the Pacific (thru its MAAP President Vadm Eduardo Ma R Santos, AFP(Ret), hosted the 114th Training Course by the Philippine Association of Maritime Training Centers, Inc. (led by PAMTCI President C/E Alfredo Haboc) for Instructors IMO Model Course 6. This was facilitated by PAMTCI education and training specialist Dr Bayani U Almacen, the Director for Research and Extension Services of the Asian Institute of Maritime Studies (AIMS) and Capt. Diofonce F. Tunacao, AFP (Ret). MAAP-ASTC Training Director, with the assistance of the PAMTCI Training Asst Secretariat Bernadette Joyce V Tresalona (representing PAMTCI Secretariat Carolyn G Villagante).

Photo shows the 24 successful IMO 6.09 graduates (16 maritime professionals and 6 general educators) all from MAAP, with MAAP Research and Extension Services Director Dr Angelica M Baylon seated at the center (who represented President Vadm Eduardo Ma R Santos, AFP (Ret) as guest speaker and inducting officer) during the graduation and closing ceremonies on August 20, 2012. Seated also are the officers-elect of Batch 114 of IMO 6.09 along with their advisers and trainers Dr. Baylon inducted and congratulated the elected Officers of IMO 6.09 Batch II4 named as "MABALASIK" as shown on photo from L-R: President 2/E Joey Macaraig who delivered the opening message; VP Ms. Ma Rosario C Arpia, Secretary Ms. Rosangela Anne D Salaya, Treasurer 2/M Vincent Joseph Abadicio; Auditor Mr. Bartolome R Asa, PROs Mr. Arnel Rubiano Jr. and 2/E Art Noel Apuada and their 3 advisers: Capt. Viernecito Cano and 2/E Ricardon Ligason and Dr Leonora De La Cruz, who provided the consolidated reflections and messages by all IMO 6.09 co-participants). MAAP Asst Dean Dr Leogenes Lee delivered the closing remarks.

In her message, Dr. Baylon congratulated the graduates for being part of a great institution as MAAP, either as faculty or staff and being an alumni and scholars twice, for their 4-year education and now for the short IMO 6.09 training course with all privileges provided to them by MAAP top management. As graduates of IMO 6.09, she encouraged them to respond to challenges and contribute their humble share in coming up with teaching innovations in their respective classrooms or workplace with a reminder that for every opportunity provided them by MAAP, there is a corresponding responsibility that goes with it. She said that as a pioneer MAAP executive staff with pioneer President Vadm Santos, she is a witness of the constant offering of a diverse spread of MET programmes both in the academy and training center, continuously brimming with innovative MET concepts and one of the plans is the offering of e-learning in a wide array
of specialized MET skills thru the Center for Advanced Maritime Studies or CAMS. She encouraged the graduates that after the IMO 6.09 successful completion, to keep on studying and avail the MAAP MET programmes to improve themselves both as a seafarer and as professional maritime teach because learning is a lifelong process; she wishes everyone the best as they embark in applying the knowledge. Skills and right attitude gained at IMO 6.09 training and continue to uphold the spirit of learning throughout their careers so they would be of better service in making a difference in the lives of their students and the seafaring industry in general. She manifested confidence that being grateful MAAP scholars and teachers with a heart; they all shall be heroes in their own right as they produce quality Filipino Seafarers known as “Unsung Heroes”, aside from having been trained by a Hero himself, the IMO 6.09 trainer specialist Dr Bayani Almacen (Bayani in English means Hero).

18. On August 17, 2012- Dr. Baylon joined 25th Anniversary of MARITAS with mother as VIP

MAAP students from Mariveles Bataan served as the Flag bearers during the opening ceremonies of the 25th Silver Anniversary of the Maritime Technological and Allied Services or MARITAS held at Hyatt Regency Hotel with MAAP President as one of the honored MARITAS closest friend. Escorted by the De Guzman family to sit on stage for the photo souvenirs with MARITAS officials and family from R-L are: MAAP President VAdm Eduardo Ma R Santos, AFP (Ret), MARITAS Chair/CEO Capt. Celso De Guzman, Capitol University Chair/CEO Atty. Juarez, MARITAS President Jun De Guzman, MARITAS VP Wilhelmina De Guzman, MARINA OIC Atty. Nicasio Conti, PCGA RADm Louis Tuason, MARITAS VP Finance Dra. De Guzman, MAAP DRES Director Dr. Angelica Baylon and her mother Ms. Grace Gutierrez (widow)

Other prominent guests: R-L seated: MCPF Director Merly san Pedro, PAMTCI President C/E Fred Haboc, and PAMTCI Sec Carol Villagente. Dr. Baylon and her mother, MARINA OIC Atty Conti and Standing from L-R are: Capt Michael Cuanzon, PCGA Radm Tuazon, Dex DOLE SEC Manuelito Roque, former NMP Exec Director Palomo, Ms Mina De Guzman, Vadm Santos, VP Boyet De Guzman and SIMS CEO Glen Blasquez.

19. On August 22-25, 2012, Dr. Baylon as paper presenter and MOU Queen in addition to having beeDr Baylon aside from having awarded a certificate of appreciation as oral presenter and as one of the judges for the search for the World’s Research Leader and World’s Filipino Researchers paper and for having chaired one of the 7 concurrent sessions for the paper presentation at the 2012 World Research Congress held at Marco Polo Plaza Hotel in Cebu City on day 1 and day 2. On the 3rd day, it was a grand victory for MAAP on session Social Science-Humanities with almost 100 attendees and 12 co-presenters from other universities. Dr. Baylon under the category ecology, Science and Technology
and Social Science, presented "Impact of the Seafaring Lifestyle on Family: MAAP Seafarers Viewpoints" and won for MAAP the World’s best oral presenter (Platinum award), World’s Best in powerpoint presentation (Platinum award) and other two fun awards namely: World’s Best Dressed Researcher and World’s Talented Researcher during the 2012 World Research Festival held at Marco Polo Plaza Hotel in Cebu City with former CHED Commissioner Dr. Roberto N. Padua as Keynote Speaker. On the category—Education and Social Science, MAAP faculty Ms. Medina presented her paper entitled “Teaching Capability and Effectiveness of Maritime Instructors in Selected Maritime Institutions in the Country” who was also recognized best in oral and PowerPoint presentation.

In all conferences she attended, Dr. Baylon promotes the 14 year old MAAP and the 4-year scholarship its offers to deserving Filipino high school graduates aged 16-21 years old, who would like to pursue a rewarding career in the seafaring profession. The scholarship includes free tuition fee, board and lodging and sure employment as officers on board by the sponsoring shipping companies. She also promotes PAEPI, a professional organization of extortionists with multi-disciplinary fields with proven track record on capability building, research consultancy, special projects, publication and policy advocacies. It is composed of 86 institutional members with about 1,000 individual members.

Once again, Dr. Baylon signed MOUS for free review of papers for MAAP and PAEPI, during the 2012 World Research Congress at Marco Polo Plaza Hotel in Cebu City, jointly organized by the International Association of Multi-disciplinary Research (IAMURE), the Philippine Commission on Higher Education (CHED), the Department of Science and Technology (DOST), Philippine Association of Institutions for Research (PAIR) and Universities in Cebu. As 2011 Asian Research Leader, she served as one of the global judges for the 2012 World Research Leaders and World Filipino Researchers. She also served as Chairman of the panel of Judges in one of the 6 concurrent sessions. She was introduced by IAMURE President Dr. Genaro Japos as legendary, a queen of MOUs who prefers challenging task over easy ones. An achiever, who does not know the word NO and always say Yes and amazingly accomplish the tasks with beautiful results in a just a short period at short notice. The said conference was jointly hosted by CHED, Liceo De Cagayan University, Cebu Normal University and University of Cebu, Cebu with more than 500 delegates from both local and international representing the Philippines, USA, Norway, Pakistan, Iran, Malaysia, Indonesia, Nigeria, Thailand, China, Japan, on August 22-25, 2012. Photo shows Dr Baylon on the presidential table with foreigners (Pakistan, Iran, UK etc) from L-R: Dr. Shirin Sadat Shafiee (Azad University), Dr. Japos of LDCU, Dr. Baylon of MAAP, Dr. Mona Omidi of AA in Iran and Dr. Stamatis Kalogerakos (Cranfield University, UK)
India) and Dr. Al-Assad Omar (King Saudi University, KSA). Dr Baylon joined the PAIR and IAMURE in receiving the ISO certification by the AJA registrars.

20. August 12, 2012– Dr. Baylon facilitated the BHS Korea MOU and MOA Signing with Bataan Schools hosted by MAAP with students participation Baekryeong High School is ably led by Principal Dr. Yoon-Hyeon Sang. Dr Yoon is a maritime professional. He was formerly Assistant Principal of Incheon National Maritime High School or INMHS which has an MOA with Maritime Academy of Asia and the Pacific (MAAP) for their recommended paying students for the 4-year degree course at MAAP. INMHS had send student twice, however, both students after finishing the 2-month Indoctrination period had resigned due to homesickness and language barrier. Dr Yoon is Principal of Baekryeong High School and requested MAAP thru its Research and Extension Services Department for possible linkage for programs not offered at MAAP. He would like to introduce innovative program to his school to enhance the capability of its constituents by learning best practices from global institutions with BHS community interacting with Filipinos for international community development. Although Dr. Yoon have many connections in the Visayas region (Iloilo and Cebu) in the Philippines, he requested MAAP thru its Research and Extension Services Director Dr Angelica M Baylon to recommend good reputable schools for programmes they need but not being offered by MAAP. Dr. Yoon would like to send 80 paying students and faculty for the functional English training needs of BHS and would like to sign MOU and MOA with Philippine Institutions.

In line with MAAP President directives and the MAAP Research and Extension Services Program, and action development plan, MAAP facilitated and had linked BHS with their neighbouring good schools like Bataan Peninsula State University (BPSU), Bataan Christian School Inc. (BCS) and Philippine Association of Extension Program Implementers, Inc. (PAEPI) (86 university members). MAAP hosted the meeting and discussion at its campus and had finalized and signed the MOU and MOA on the same, August 9, 2012. The Memorandum of Understanding (in English and Korean language) was signed between:

1. Baekryeong High School (BHS) and Bataan Peninsula State University (BPSU)
2. Baekryeong High School (BHS) and Bataan Christian School Inc. (BCS)
3. Baekryeong High School (BHS) Philippine Association of Extension Program Implementers, Inc (PAEPI)

The Memorandum of Agreement in English and to be translated in Korean was signed between:

1. Baekryeong High School (BHS) and Maritime Academy of Asia and the Pacific (MAAP)
2. Baekryeong High School (BHS) Philippine Association of Extension Program Implementers, Inc (PAEPI)
On the other hand a Memorandum of Understanding was signed between BPSU and MAAP for the project entitled AND LINAKGING EXPANSION WITH FOREIGN SCHOOLS FOR PROGRAMS NOT OFFERED AT MAAP BUT BEING OFFERED BY ACADEMIC INSTITUTIONS IN THE PROVINCE OF BATAAN in SUPPORT TO ITS VISION AS A UNIVERSITY TOWN AND OTHER SUPPORTS as part of the MAAP RESEARCH AND EXTENSION SERVICES PROGRAM.

21. On September 20-23, 2012 – Dr. Baylon as paper presenter during the BIT’s 1st Annual World Congress of Ocean 2012 with theme: New Wave of World Marine Economy held at Bohai Sea Green Pearl Cruise Ship and World Expo Center in Dalian China (http://www.bitconferences.com/wco2012/fullprogram.asp)

Dr. Baylon participated on two sessions namely Session 2-1: Maritime Education and Training and Session 4-4: Marine Finance, Economy and Insurance as honored invited speakers for the 1st Annual World Congress of Ocean-2012 with theme “New Wave of World Marine Economy” in Dalian China as shown one the website http://www.bitconferences.com/wco2012/fullprogram.asp. The 22-page full programme of activities had MAAP being represented as session chair and session presenters, only one from the Philippines out of 1000 global participants.

The Conference Highlights include one plenary forum for the five concurrent sessions namely: World Congress of Ocean 2012, World Congress of Mariculture and Fisheries 2012, World Congress of Marine Algae 2012, World Congress of Marine Biotechnology 2012, and World Congress of Marine Tech Summit 2012 with a panel of leading experts in Ocean Development, 50 docking projects, more than 100 scientific posters and exhibitions, more than 300 paper presentations covering Science, Technology, Business, economics and Policy in the Field of Ocean Sciences and Technologies and 800 attendees coming from all over the world to exchange ideas, build new networks and foster friendship. MAAP, the only maritime school from the Philippines was among the international attendees for the 1st Annual World Congress of Ocean 2012. Photo from left: CEO Anders Tunbjer, MSc of Hexicon AB Stockholm Sweden who talked about “Offshore Energy of the World”, Professor Dr. Robert Whalin, the Associate Dean of College of Science, Engineering and Technology of Jackson State University, Mississippi USA and the Director for Center of Excellence for Natural Disasters, Coastal Infrastructure and Emergency Management who spoke about “A Robust and Efficient Typhoon Surge Prediction Technique for Emergency Management Applicable to Coastal China”, Prof. Angelica M Baylon, PhD from MAAP Philippines and CEO Director General (WEPZA Council Member) Oussama El Omari of RK Free trade Zone, UAE who talked about “Economics and Eco-Ships: How Fuel Prices and New Technologies are Driving innovation in the Maritime Sector”.
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Dr. Angelica Baylon, MAAP Research and Extension Services Director presented twice. First presentation was the result of the 6-month NRCP (National Research Council of the Philippines) funded Research project entitled “The Global Seafaring Challenges, Opportunities and Threats from the Philippine Maritime Stakeholders Viewpoints”. The second presentation was on behalf of MAAP President (VAdm Eduardo Ma. R Santos, AFP (Ret), entitled “Introducing GIS as Tool in Enhancing Instruction, Research and Campus Management in Philippine MET: A MAAP Initiative” on Track 19 Session on Maritime Education, chaired by Prof. Dr Janusz Mindykowski from Gdynia Maritime University of Poland.

Photo shows Dr. Baylon with Prof Dr. Marianna Jacyna Department Head of Faculty of Transport of Warsaw University of Technology in Poland who presented “Changes in the Seaports Necessitated by Global Market Needs” under Track 9 session on Transportation Vessels” and Dr. Janusz Mindykowski, Professor & VP for Research & International Cooperation of Gdynia Maritime University in Poland who presented “Maritime Education and Research to Face the XXIst Century Challenges: Gdynia Maritime University Experience”.

Another Photo shows Dr. Baylon with two Chief Engineers from the USA. Engr. Andrew Gizara who is Chief Engineer and Founder/CEO of Integrated Power Technology Corporation. He has over a dozen US and foreign pro se patents and pending patent applications. His paper was on “Mobile Hybrid Structures: Feasibility and Advantages” and Dr. Sujit Kumar Ghosh (licensed Chief Engineer experienced in ships design, modification and operation), the principal advisor of Environmental R&D projects of the US Maritime Administration USA who presented a paper on “Marine Application on Renewable Fuel”. Dr Baylon is also fortunate to have met a brilliant lady Master Mariner in the lovely person of Captain Karen Arnold from Department of Marine Transportation, Massachusetts Maritime Academy (MMA) USA. All of them agreed and signed conforme to serve as technical adviser/consultant on MAAP maritime researches that would require their expertise.

Dr. Baylon also met two new Indonesian friends from Left: Dr. Ketut Suastika, the head of the Post Graduate Program of Institut Teknologi Sepuluh Nopember (ITS Surabaya) and Dr. Zeily Nurachman, DSC, Assoc Prof of Institut Teknologi Bandung.

Dr. Baylon was invited by a new found wonderful Chinese friend Zhang Yuan of Zhagsidao Fishery Company aboard the Bohai Sea Green Pearl Cruise Ship to join her in her rented cabin during the cruise. They may have had just brief meeting and talk but it was sweet, memorable and heartwarming!
Dr. Baylon also served as designated session Chair on two occasions with two distinguished co-chairs. First at Track 2 Session on Marine Resource Assessment (in the absence of Mr. Charles Goddard, Editorial Director of Asia Pacific Economist Intelligence Unit of HK China) with co-Chair Dr. Luis Sotto, Full Professor of UNAM Mexico. She also chaired Track 3 Session on Shipping Economics Finance and Insurance with co-chair Atty. Constantine Papavisas, maritime lawyer from USA. Photo shows from Left: Engr. Jose Carlos Sanchez Linares, from Comision Federal de Electricidad Mexico who has written 90 technical projects and presented his latest project “Cancun Beach Nourishment Project Results Two Years After”, Mr. George Ossipov, the Director of Marinex ITS Ltd from Russia, who presented “Claims Management in Marine Insurance: What should the Market expect from a Survey Organization”, Dr Angelica from MAAP Philippines as Session Chair, Atty. Constantine Papavisas, maritime lawyer from Winston & Strawn LLP USA whose presentation was on “Foreign Investment in the US Maritime Industry” and Dr. Luis Soto, full professor from Universidad Nacional Autonoma De Mexico who presented “Environmental Legacy of the Ixtoc-I Oil Spill in the Campeche Sound SW Gulf of Mexico”.

From Left: Dr. Tumi Tomasson, Director of United Nations University Fisheries training programme of the Marine Research Institute in Iceland who presented “Sustainable Fisheries and Education”, his former student Dr. Fang Chen of Zheliang Ocean University, Dr. Turki AL-Said, Assoc Research Scientist of Kuwait Institute For Scientific Research who presented “Trace Metal Distributions In Kuwait’s Waters; Adsorptive Cathodic Voltametry Effective Tool”. Dr. Baylon from Philippines, Dr. Prof Luis Sotto and Engr. Jose Carlos Sanchez Linares, both from Mexico. Based on exchanged business cards, Dr. Baylon had networked with 120 global maritime multi-disciplinary notable professionals representing 39 countries: Argentina, Australia, Bahamas, Canada, Columbia, China, Egypt, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hongkong, Iceland, India, Indonesia, Israel, Italy, Japan, Kuwait, Malta, Mexico, Morocco, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Russia, Singapore, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, South Africa, South Korea, Taiwan, Turkey, UAE, UK and USA. Before they parted ways, an international committee has been formed, with Dr. Baylon as Chair and C/E Dr Sujit K Ghosh from USA as Vice-chair respectively to organize an International Multidisciplinary Research Conference in the Philippines with members representing each countries this 2nd week of
September 2013. These have been reported to **MAAP President VAdm Eduardo Ma R Santos, AFP (Ret)** and approved in principle subject to submission of the full project proposal with programme of activities and partner agencies.

22. **On Sept 23, 2012 Dr. Baylon upon arrival at Incheon was fetched by Ms. Song and met with BHS Principal for a welcome Dinner**

On Sept 23, 2012, Upon arrival at the Incheon Airport, fetch ny MS Song and Principal Yoon, we had a delicious dinner at a popular Korean restaurant.

Sept24, 2012 at Incheon Korea **BHS principal Dr. Yoon preparing/mixing the famous delicious Korean Bibimpap for Dr. Baylon breakfast at 6 am then at 7:00 am at terminal with Dr. Yoon Family and BHS Teachers**

Sept 24, 2012 at Incheon Korea **–aboard the ship for BHS** With 4 and half hours travel, hence bonding time together with photos of good memories.

**After Lunch**, visited the Baekryeong High School of Principal Hyeon-Sang Yoon and was surprised and happy to see welcome banner and note all over the school with my name (**PhD. Angelica M Baylon**) posted on the doors leading to the office of the Principal. Also at the electronic bill board welcome note which is more appreciated on night time with my name on red lights on black background with glitters.
Met with the 8 department heads from the Vice-principal to the Division heads. Also glad to see the photo of MAAP President VAdm Santos welcoming BHS principal Yoon on his official visit at MAAP last August 9, 2012 displayed on his office, hence had photo souvenir with Principal Yoon with the photo as Background.

Small stones, the size of a bean cover Kongdol beach for 2 km, as if someone had scattered soybeans over the ground. The hot sand bath offered by this pebble beach is known to be helpful in curing malignant skin disease. Many people visit the beach for this reason. The unique sound of the waves is also another proud feature of this beach.

Then joined dinner with faculty and staff before the 1-hour motivational speakership with BHS graduating students.

22. On Sept 25, 2012, Dr. Angelica M Baylon as motivational speaker in Baekryeong High School in South Korea

Dr. Angelica M Baylon, Research and Extension Services Director of the Maritime Academy of Asia and the Pacific (MAAP) served as Guest of Honor and inspirational speaker to 180 students of Baekryeong High School in South Korea (http://www.brmh.hs.kr) thru the invitation of its principal Dr. Hyeon–Sang Yoon, former assistant principal of Incheon National Maritime High School (INMHS). Dr Baylon delivered a one-hour lecture on Sept 24, 2012 at the BHS auditorium on the topic “Mindset: The Psychology of Learning, Achievement and Success”. Principal Yoon wanted his students to be motivated and be inspired to excel in whatever field they would like to pursue. The Master of Ceremonies Mrs Lee, BHS Head of Research announced the arrival of the GOH and Speaker Dr. Angelica M Baylon. Then, the good Principal Dr. Yoon introduced Dr. Baylon with Mr. Kim as the interpreter. Dr. Baylon motivated the students as she presented various role models who succeeded in various fields of endeavors. They are not born but are made smart because of positive thinking and doing their best to achieve their goals. She also emphasized positive
attitude as the key factor in achieving success, ready to face challenges and difficulties in life to be a stronger and wiser person.

Photo from left: Mrs. Lee, the BHS Research Head who served as Master of Ceremonies, Principal Dr. Hyeon-Sang Yoon, Dr. Baylon and Mr. Kim, the English-Korean Interpreter. The activity was well participated in by the student’s. The activity ended with teachers and with the students all in one and agreeing that they prefer Growth mindset not fixed mindset. That people are not born but are made smart and they can be whoever they wanted to be as long as they want it and work for it.

23. On Sept 26, 2012, After the 4 and half ferry travel from Baekmyeong Island to Incheon, Dr Baylon met with INCHEON NATIONAL MARITIME HIGH SCHOOL - for the project INM sponsorship of 12 Filipino MAAP scholars (initially 10).

With Vice-Principal with Dr Song with Mr. Kim

With Mr. Lee and Dr Song

It was a grand reunion after 4 years, when they had invited Dr. Angelica M Baylon, MAAP Research and Extension Services Director in 2008 as guest lecturer and for 15-days cultural relations in Incheon Korea. It was one of the most memorable, sweetest and wonderful experiences which again were kindly replicated at Baekryeong High School located in Baekryeong Island, 4 and half hours by ferry thru Incheon terminal port made possible by its Principal Dr. Hyeong-Sang Yoon, former Assistant Principal of Incheon National Maritime High School. The 2 previous MOA/MOU with MAAP for their two recommended paying student (number one INM graduate) to study at MAAP were not successful due to various reasons and the Korean students had only accomplished the two month IOP/Academic Ramp period. However, INMHS is certain that international cooperation with the best maritime school in the Philippines (MAAP as the choice or none) would certainly contribute to the enhancement of INMHS programmes beneficial as well in the Philippines and interested deserving Filipino scholars, INMHS had included in their strategic plan of
sponsoring 10 Filipino scholars to study in INMHS instead of sending scholars at MAAP to merge with Korean students, thus making INMHS a global maritime high school. A project proposal was prepared on the very same day with the ever dynamic and lovely very efficient Dr. Song (formerly Ms Song) with her vice-principal and other INMHS officers. This was the superb idea and plan of the new INMHS principal who was on official business at the time of Dr. Baylon visit, but on INMHS principal’s absence, the ideas was animated by Dr. Song with Dr. Baylon in their brief meeting on Sept 25, 2012 and the same have been reported by Dr. Song to her principal who was pleased with the efforts of Dr. Song. The said plan is approved by MAAP President/AMOSUP Executive VP Vadm Eduardo Ma R Santos; AFP (Ret) after Dr. Baylon has addressed all the concerns of MAAP President as of Nov 2012. Including but not limited to coordination with CHED, DEPED, TESDA and NRCP who shall also witness the MAAP-INM MOA signing. Dr. Baylon and Dr. Song had exchanged communications for the approval of respective bosses from MAAP and INMHS respectively with the intended signing of MOA at MAAP Campus this February 2013.

24. On Sept 30, 2012 during the National Seafarers Day, Dr. Baylon served as adviser and guardian of the 4 MAAP cadets contestants with 3/Cl Borja winning the first place in the oratorical contest against 27 contestants held at PhilamLife Auditorium in Manila. The nationwide contest was sponsored by the Apostleship of the Sea and Western Union.

25. On November 1-3, 2012, on behalf of MAAP President VAdm Eduardo Ma R Santos, AFP (Ret), Dr. Angelica M. Baylon, MAAP Research and Extension Services Director had actively participated in the 11th AMFUF Conference organized by KMU and hosted by Shanghai Ocean University (SHOU). Dr Baylon presented a research paper, served as one of the presentation session Chairman and on behalf of MAAP President signed MOU on research and technical cooperation with 15 ASIAN MET institutions. Coincided with the centennial celebration of SHOU, the activity was well attended by 15 Asian MET Institutions representing 11 countries (Korea, Myanmar, Russia, Thailand, Taiwan, Vietnam, Philippines, Japan, Indonesia, Indonesia and India).

Dr. Angelica M. Baylon (seated at the center) with other delegates (Head), representing 15 MET institutions during the two day AMFUF meeting. From her Right is Myanmar Mercantile Marine College Head of Department of Education and Training Capt. Tin Oo and her left is from Dalian Maritime University Mr. Weifeng Li. During the opening, on the podium was SHOU Vice President for Academic and Research Prof Huang Shuolin, acknowledging the guests and...
participants, who were then welcomed by **SHOU President Prof Pan Yingjie**. The Opening address was delivered by **KMU President/AMFUF Chair Dr Han-II Park**, and the Keynote address by the Deputy Director of Shanghai Municipal Education Commission.

With **VP of Shanghai Ocean University Prof. Dr. Huang Shuolin**, not in photo was **SHOU President Pan Ying Jie** who was busy with the SHOU series of activities for their Centennial Celebration.

**Korean professional delegates representing** Mokpo National Maritime University (MNMU), Korea Maritime University (KMU) and Korea of Institute of Maritime and Fisheries and Technology (KIMFT) **with Dr. Baylon**. From left: MNMU Director of Planning Affairs Prof Dr. Chang-Kyun Noh, KMU Dean of Office and Planning Prof. Yun-Su Ha, KMU International Affairs & Education Center Administrator Dr. Yang-Bong, Lee; KMU Pres /Chair of Korea Institute of Ocean Science and Technology Dr. Han-il Park, MAAP Dr Angelica Baylon, , KMU College of International Studies Visiting Full –time instructor Colleen Mary Turlo, KIMFT Prof. Byung-Ok Kim, MNMU Prof Dr. Yongsik Sin and KMU Prof. Yung Ho, Yu.

**From L-R:** Vietnam Maritime University VP Dr. Myanmar Mercantile Marine College Head of Department Education and Training Capt. Tin Oo, Burapha University (BU) Assoc Dean Dr. Sarawut Luksanto, BU Dean Dr Mana Chaowarat, Far Eastern State Technical Fisheries University (FESTFU) Translator of International Department Ms. Olga Kirillova, MAAP Dr. Angelica Baylon, BU Dr. Suchart Upatham, Merchnat Marine training Center Director Ms Jiraporn Jantarasiri, Myanmar Maritime University Prof Capt Zin Maung Tun, MMU Prof. KIMFT or Korea Institute of Maritime and Fishereis Technology Prof Byung-Ok Kim, BU Asst Dean Korn Lawung.

**LIST OF ACHIEVEMENTS IN PUBLICATIONS AND RESEARCH LEADERSHIP**

www.maap.edu.ph/Research/research%20accomplishment.pdf

1. **Publication at MAAP (2006-2012 only)**

1.1. **Institutional Publications**

- First PAEPI Biennial Publication 2010 with ISSN number ISSN Number #2094-7763, a national publication published by MAAP every two years as the editor and writer that documented all the PAEPI initiatives during her term as PAEPI national President FY 2009-2010
- MAAP Research Journal (ISSN -1656-555X), 2004 – All the papers presented by Dr Baylon as well as by MAAP faculty were published in the annual MAAP
Research Journal (institutional level)

- Papers published


1.2. National Publications

www.HARBORSCOPE.com
As Regular Columnist of a bi-monthly publications at Harborscope, antionally and internationally accredited maritime publications (ISSN No: 2094-5639) on issues on Maritime Education and Training (MET) examples: Pedagogy or Technology in MET, Bridging Program in MET etc. Please check www.HARBORSCOPE.com for all her articles and write-ups on trends, issues and updates on MET www.issuu.com/harborscope/docs/harborscopev2n5

Baylon AM and EMR Santos (April 2011) “Leading to Improved Systems of R & D Programs and Projects for Productivity and Sustainable Development: The MAAP Experience”. Philippine Association of Research Manager (PHILARM) Journal (ISSN 1656-1637) volume 8 No 1, pp131-144

Baylon AM and EMR Santos (Jan 2006) Aspirations of Cadets Entering a Seafaring Career: A Comparative Study “Shipping Travel and Journal Vol X III No 109

1.3 International Publications

http://transnav.am.gdynia.pl/proceedings/pdfs/88.pdf


1.4. Other Papers /Articles published in International Refereed Proceedings


Baylon AM (Oct 26-29, 2006) IMEC 16 at MAAP Philippines: Towards Ensuring Full Participation and Support by Local Stakeholders International Maritime English Conference (IMEC) Proceedings pp 1-17


Baylon AM (Sept 13-17,2004) Lecture Journal Form as a Feedback Mechanism Tool for a PBL Project in MET: Quality Assurance in Action IMLA in cooperation with Admiral Makarov Maritime Academy, St Petersburg Russia Proceedings of the 13th IMLA at Admiral Makarov Maritime Academy pp 21-34

Baylon AM (Oct 13-17, 2004) Relevance of Problem- Based Learning (PBL) in MET Studies: A Teaching and Learning Technique in MAAP for Quality Assurance in Action IMLA in cooperation with Admiral Makarov Maritime Academy, St Petersburg Russia Proceedings of the 13th IMLA at Admiral Makarov Maritime Academy pp 35-43

Note: For ISI publications, these are in the Chemistry field when she was a faculty for nine (9) years at the Chemistry Department of Far Eastern University in Manila (1987-1996) and at the Department of Physical Sciences and Math at the University of the Philippines in Manila for 3 years (1993-1996) which earned for her Professor IV rank at the Philippine Women University Graduate School wherein she taught graduate courses for six years from 1993 to 1998. Being connected in a Maritime School as Director for Research at the Philippine Merchant Marine Academy for two years from 1997-1998 and now at MAAP from 1999 to date, most of her researches are published in books (ISBN) or Journal (ISN) and none at ISI publications.

1.5. Unpublished project proposals /concept paper

- As Adviser to Bataan Peninsula State University (extension services and program development) “Proposal for the Conduct of the BPSU and Regional Forum on Extension Agenda” which was accomplished on October 15, 2009

- A 44-page paper “Assessment Strategies for the Philippine Navy Training Institutes: A Proposal for Organizational Capacity Building Training Program” (PAEPI- Philippine Navy partnership) was submitted to Capt Ronald Mercado, head of N8 Education and Training Division of the Philippine Navy, Roxas Boulevard, October 28, 2009. The objectives are: (a) Present the organization’s climate, structures, policies, practices, and procedures (b) Identify particular capacity areas in the organization that are strong and where improvements are needed (c) Draw an analysis and recommendations from the findings of the assessment, and (d) Come up with a
training program designed according to the development needs of the organization (PN). PAEPI /MAAP is commissioned to conduct the 5-year organizational capability Training for its six training institutes (Dr. Baylon is commissioned officer of Philippine Navy with a rank of Lieutenant Commander and the PAEPI President)

- Submitted a 30-page paper (a product of PAEPI) *Manual of Operations National Service Training Program and Constitution of the National Service Training Program (NAVRESCOM-PAEPI partnership) to Col. Bernardo Ferrer, Naval Reserve Command, Intramuros Manila, on January 12, 2010 As reserve officer of the Philippine Naval Reserve Command (NAVRESCOM) Squadron 104

### Year 2012

#### 2012 International

- Paper presentation of research entitled “Impact of Seafaring Lifestyle to the Family” during the World Research Congress Festival , August 22-25, 2012 Marco Polo Plaza Hotel hosted by the La Consolacion College
- Paper presentation of research entitled “Challenges of Philippine Maritime Education and Training” held at Graceland Resort, Phukett Thailand, Hosted by Australian Multicultural (AUMII)

#### 2011 National

- As invited paper presenter for On Oct 22-23, 2012, Catanduanes Isalnd
- moderator for Paper Presentations during the PHILARM Convention at Dakak Resort, Dagupan City April 10-12,2012 www.philarm.webs.com/20120convention.html

### Year 2011

#### 2011 International

- Paper presentation of research entitled “Addressing Climate Change Thru Private-Public Partnership: Use of MAAP Socio – Economic Investment Survey Form” during the 10th AMFUF, October 13-15, 2011 , Diamond Hotel Grand ballroom hosted by the Maritime Academy of Asia and the Pacific
- Paper presentation of research entitled “Viable solutions in Addressing Climate Change Thru Private-Public Partnership” which earned for her Diamond Award as best in oral presentation under the Environmental category held at Pryce Plaza hotel, Hosted by Liceo De Cagayan University

#### 2011 National

- Paper Presentation “MAAP MET Programs : Ensuring Continuous Supply of Competent Seafarers for the Global maritime and Fisheries Industries” April 28-29, 2011 during the Inter-regional(CHED ZRCs/PCIs in North –Central Luzon (CAR Regions 1,2 and 3) Research Conference at St Louise University Baguio in connection with Dr Baylon as 2009 grantee of the CHED support program for research through travel grant for presentation in international conference, had presented MAAP research output for research dissemination, and linkages among HEI researchers in the four regions and participation of HEIS in the CHED GIAs and Grants
- www.tsu.edu.ph/iec/download/group/group_4_am.pdf
Year 2010

2010 International
- Paper presentation of Paper presentation “Transforming MAAP into A recognized Maritime Research Institution in the Asia Pacific Region and Beyond Through Various Research Practices: The MAAP Experience, Nov. 2010 during the 9th AMFUF hosted by Burapha University Chonburi Thailand

2010 National
- Paper presentation of research entitled “Transforming MAAP into A recognized Maritime Research Institution in the Asia Pacific Region and Beyond Through Various Research Practices: The MAAP Experience, April 28-May 1, 2010 University of Northern Philippines, Vigan Ilocos Sur
- Paper presentation of research entitled “Leading to An Improved Management System of R & D Programs and Projects for Productivity and Sustainable Development: The MAAP Experience”, April 6-9, 2010 Aklan State University
- Paper presentation of research entitled “The PAEPI Advocacy Initiatives Towards MDGs Accomplishment Development Intervention In Terms of Extension Services Delivery”, Dec 9, 2010, Aklan State University

Year 2009

2009 International
- Paper presentation of research entitled “Contributing to the Total development of students Thru Best MET Research Practice and services: A Key to Competent Seafarers for Maritime Safety”, Sept 7-10, 2009 7th International Maritime Lecturers Conference, hosted by Regional Maritime University Accra Ghana Africa
- Paper presentation of research entitled “MAAP MET Programs: ensuring Contineous Supply of Competent Seafarers for the Global maritime and Fisheries Industries” Nov 3-5, 2009 Korea Maritime University, Busan Korea
- Paper presentation of research entitled “Contributing to the Total Development of Cadet Through Best MET Practice in MET in Response to the Global Challenge of the Shipping Industry”, May 3-4, 2009, Asian MET Summit, Shanghai Maritime University Shanghai China
- Paper presentation of research entitled “The Global Shipping Market Challenge: opportunities and Threats from the Philippine Viewpoints” Dec 18, 2009 International Conference on Shipping Ports and International Logistics, BEXCO Convention Busan Korea
2009 National
- Paper presentation of research entitled “The PAEPI Advocacy Initiatives Towards MDGs Accomplishment Development Intervention In Terms of Extension Services Delivery, Dec 9, 2010, Aklan State University
- Paper presentation of research entitled “The PAEPI Advocacy Initiatives Towards MDGs Accomplishment Development Intervention In Terms of Extension Services Delivery, Dec 9, 2010, Aklan State University
- Paper presentation of research entitled “The PAEPI Advocacy Initiatives Towards MDGs Accomplishment Development Intervention In Terms of Extension Services Delivery, Dec 9, 2010, Aklan State University
- Paper presentation of research entitled “The Millennium Development Goals: Bases for Extension programs” Nov 12, 2009, Bataan Peninsula State University, Abucay campus during the CHED endorsed First Regional Consultative Forum cum Seminar workshop on Extension Agenda and Program Enhancement with theme “Towards Relevant and Responsive Implementation of Extension services Program” with CHEDRO 3 Director
- Paper presentation of research entitled “Integrating MDGs in Planning, Monitoring and Evaluation of PAEPI Extension program” Oct 16, 2009, University of Zamboanga City, Zamboanga Philippines
- Paper presentation of research entitled “On PAEPI Roles in Developing Bridging leaders” Oct 8-10,2009 during the CHED endorsed National Capacity Building Training for Development Practitioners on Access and Equity in Development through the Bridging Leadership Framework) with CHED Director as GOH and Speaker hosted by the Universidad De Zamboanga, at Lantaka Hotel by the Sea
- Paper presentation of research entitled “Integrating MDGs in Planning, Monitoring and Evaluation of PAEPI Extension program” Aug 8, 2009, International Youth Day Celebration and Youth and education Summit for MDGs, University of Makati

YEAR 2008

2008 International
- Paper presentation of research entitled “MAAP Collaboration with Stakeholders for the Artificial Reef Project : Sharing of Resources for Coastal environmental Protection, Nov 12-14, 2008, 2008 AMFU, Myanmar Maritime University,
Year 2007

2007 International
- Paper presentation of research entitled “Partnership Between PAEPI and CHR in establishment of Center for HRE among HEIS for Sustainable Development” Oct 24-27, 2007, International Conference on research for HEI, Waterfront Hotel, Cebu Philippines
- Paper presentation of research entitled “MAAPCNI: A Boost to Authentic Instruction, June 1, 2007, 7th International Navigational Symposium TRANSNAV, Gydnia Poland

2007 National
- Paper presentation of research entitled “Partnership Between PAEPI and CHR in establishment of Center for HRE among HEIS for Sustainable Development” Oct 24-27, 2007, International Conference on research for HEI, Waterfront Hotel, Cebu Philippines

Year 2006

2006 International
- Paper presentation of research entitled “Dual Course Program: Recent development in MET, November 25, 2006, AMETIAP Conference Century Park Hotel

5. RESEARCH RECOGNITIONS
Listed hereunder are the major research and extension services (RES) recognitions received by MAAP and Dr. Angelica M Baylon because of the various RES accomplished were all made possible thru MAAP President Vadm Eduardo Ma R Santos, AFP (Ret) good leadership and advocacies, thru linkages and networks with various reputable institutions both local and international and most especially thru Divine Intervention and Blessings.

Year 2011 Recognition (PAIR, IAMURE and CHED)
For more details, please check the various recent 2011 International URL links in Indonesia, Australia, (with photos) wherein she was congratulated and was featured
www.auamii.com/news.html
www.businessweekmindanao.com/.../the-second-impression-in-pair-international-conference/
www.my-indonesia.net/.../northern-mindanao-researchers-bag-awards
Asian Outstanding Research Leader 2011 (out of 263 entries, 10 nations with more than 350 participants – Reference: Congratulatory letter from CHED), witnessed by NRCP President Academician Alvin B Culada, PhD and CHED Regional Director IV DR Zenaida Gersana, PhD, DOST Regional Director Dr. Alfonso Alamban, PhD CESO IV and CHED TWG Chair Dr Roberto Padua during the ASIAN Conference For Academic Journals and Higher Education Research conference Program, Aug 17-20, 2011 Pryce Plaza Hotel Cagayan De Oro City hosted by Liceo De Cagayan University www.philair.ph/download/69/ and www.philair.ph/download/66/

Other awards - plaque of recognition received:

- **Asian Research Advocacy Award 2011** as Keynote Speaker on the 4th Day, Aug 20, 2011
- **Asian Research Oral Presentation Judge** (As Chairman of the Panel of Judges – Education Category)
- **Asian Diamond Award for Oral Presentation** – 1st Place best in oral presentation – Health, Biodiversity, Conservation and Environment Category for the paper entitled “Viable Solutions In Addressing Climate Change Thru Private-Public Partnership”
- **Asian Recognition for a number of signed Memorandum of Understanding (MOUs) on Research Collaborations** and peer reviews between and among local and international institutions
- **Asian Best Dressed Female Researcher** – with a special award

Dr. Baylon and her impressions were also featured in Cagayan De Oro publications SUN STAR Cagayan De Oro (August 20, 2011) Vol XVI No 54 p 6 and 10 http://www.sunstar.com.ph/cagayan-de-oro/local-news/2011/08/17/northern-mindanao-researchers-bag-awards-173625


**Year 2010 Recognitions (CHED, PhilARM, PAIR, PAEPI)**

1. **National Plaque of Recognition - Outstanding Research-Based Extension Services Leadership Award 2010** for meritorious services as PAEPI 5th President and for coming up with the first PAEPI Biennial Publication with ISSN # 2094-7763, Dec 9, 2010 Aklan State University,

2. Certificate of Recognition for meritorious services as PAEPI BOD Region III and National President FY 2009-2010, December 8, 2010

3. As Nominee and Short listed 15 Finalists for the Ten Outstanding Woman in Nation Service or TOWNS 2010 (endorsed by PAIR, PAEPI and MAAP) (out of hundreds nominees) Supreme Court, Manila by Ten Outstanding Women for Nation Service Foundation, Inc. (TOWNS) with Justice Corona as Chair of the panel of judges.

4. **Certificate of Appreciation** - As one of the Judges in the Voice of our Youth Impromptu Speaking Competition High School Level 2010-2011, October 8, 2010 Office of the Sangguniang Bayan Mariveles Bataan, Rotary Club of Mariveles Ecozone District 3790

5. **National Plaque of Recognition - Research Leadership Award 2010** “National Conference For Quality Assurance in International Journal Publications and Sustainable Research Management” June 11-13, 2010, Our Lady of Fatima University, Valenzuela City

6. Certificate of Appreciation For invaluable contribution as REFERREE for researches presented in the Research Forum with the theme “Fortifying Organizational Research Culture Towards an Improved Benchmark of Quality maritime education and Training
7. **Research Quality Assurance Advocacy Award** as Keynote Speaker during the National Conference In International Journal Publications and Sustainable Research Management, June 13, 2010, Our Lady of Fatima University Valenzuela City, **June 13, 2010**

8. **Certificate of Appreciation** As Chairman of the Panel of the Board of Judges on Best Presentation in Research Experiences **June 12, 2010**, Our Lady of Fatima University

9. **Plaque of Recognition, National Research Leadership Award 2010** during the National Conference For Quality Assurance in International Journal Publications and Sustainable Research Management **June 11-13, 2010**, Our Lady of Fatima University Valenzuela City

10. **Plaque of Recognition– International Roberto Padua Research Impact Award 2010** (Selected out of the 238 full papers submitted, which were divided into four clusters as follows: Science and Technology or S & T (71 papers), Arts, Socio–Culture, Media Philosophy and Religion (67 papers), Education (66 papers) and Best Practices (34 papers), April 28, 2010 at University of Northern Philippines (UNP), Vigan City.

11. **Certificate of Recognition for Research, First Place for Oral Presentation under Best Practices Category** (out of 34 papers presented) **April 30, 2010**, UNP, Vigan City

12. **National Plaque of Recognition -4th place Dr. William C Medrano (CHED Commissioner) Best R & D Management Paper** (out of 16 paper presenters and 5 posters) adjudged as 4th place on best R & D Management **April 8, 2010**, National Convention and 20th Founding Anniversary of PhilARM, Aklan State University,

13. **Certificate of Appreciation to MAAP with Project Leader: Dr. Angelica Baylon** for having participated in the Regional Search for Best HEI Extension Program 2010 Program Title “Special Fire Fighting and Prevention Training– MAAP Educational and training Program” October 4, 2010, Diosdado Macapagal Government Center Brgy Maimpis, City of San Fernando Pampanga by Region III Commission on Higher Education

14. **10-year Meritorious Service Awardee January 19, 2010** by MAAP

---

**YEAR 2009 Recognitions (CHED, UNAP/UNYAP, NFCHRE, PAEPI)**

15. **Certificate of Recognition** for invaluable contributions as speaker and paper presenter that contributed to the accomplishments of the objectives of the 2009 SPIL International Conference and international exchange and cooperation with sponsorship **December 17, 2009** Korea Maritime University (KMU)- Center of Logistics

16. **Certificate of Recognition** for invaluable services as resource speaker and guest lecturer for International Logistics International Logistics **December 18, 2009** the Shipping Management Students in the Graduate School of Korea Maritime,

17. Certificate of Recognition for **Leadership as National PAEPI President AY 2009-2010** for invaluable support, ideas, expertise and admirable leadership that contributed to the enormous successful organization and conduct of the regional activity and generation of outputs for the Regional Consultative Forum cum Seminar workshop on Extension Agenda and Program Enhancement with theme “Towards Relevant and Responsive Implementation of Extension Services Program” **Nov 12, 2009** Region 3 Commission on Higher Education (CHEDRO3)

18. **Certificate of Appreciation as MAAP Director for Research and Extension services** “For being a partner in shaping the BPSU students and employees to become responsible and productive nation builders who have strong commitment to serve their fellowmen for the glory of their Creator and in sincere recognition and grateful appreciation of genuine cooperation and wholehearted support to the programs and project of the Bataan Peninsula State University **Nov 13, 2009** Bataan Peninsula State University (BPSU)
19. **Certificate of Recognition** for invaluable support and services as presentation session chairperson, paper presenter and MAAP delegate for KMU/AMFUF December 16 2009 Korea Maritime University, Busan, Korea

20. **Certificate of Recognition** for invaluable services as resource speaker and guest lecturer in the KMU graduate school November 6, 2009 Korea Maritime University (KMU) - Center of International Logistics

21. **International Travel grant support for Paper Presentation** in International Conferences at Busan Korea Oct 28, 2009 Philippine Commission on Higher Education

22. **Special Citation for organizing regional UNYAP and producing exemplary students and youth leaders**, United Nations Association of the Philippines (UNAP) and the United Nations Youth Association of the Philippines (UNYAP) UNAP is a member of the World Federation of the United Nations Association August 7, 2009, 10th International Youth Day Celebration, University of Makati City, Philippines by United Nation Association of the Philippines (UNAP ) and United Nation Youth Association of the Philippines (UNYAP) (unap1947unyap.blogspot.com/.../10th-international-youth-day.html)

23. **Plaque of Recognition** for having facilitated and successfully organized the Joint PAEPI-NFCHRE Board Meeting and National Planning AY 2009-2010, May 19-20,2009 by National Federation of Center for Human Rights Education (NFCHRE) and PAEPI

24. **Certificate of Appreciation** for having submitted and presented MAAP entry entitled “An Integrated MAAP Extension Services Program in Promoting MET For Sustainable Development” for the CHED search for the Best Extension Services Program May 2009 by Commission on Higher Education (CHEDRO III)

25. **Plaque of Recognition** for having facilitated and successfully organized the Joint PAEPI-NFCHRE Board Meeting and National Planning AY 2009-2010 May 19-20,2009 National Federation of Center for Human Rights Education (NFCHRE) and PAEPI

26. **National Plaque of Recognitions** for MAAP and cash prize as Best in Physical facilities (out of 14 regional national winners) April 17, 2009, 2008 CHED Search for the Best Student Services Program, University of the Philippines, Quezon City by Commission on Higher Education (CHED)

27. As Resource speaker in the Asian MET Summit 2009 with Grant and incentives (two thousand US dollars registration fee waived as sealer and received $ 350 honorarium) March 5, 2009 GIS Events, China

28. **Regional Plaque of recognition as winner for Best Student Services Program** including the best in developmental and welfare and best in Community and research development program, (out of 201 HEIs in Region 3) January 6, 2009, 2008 Regional CHED Search for the Best Student Services Program, CHEDRO 3 Office San Fernando Pampanga by Commission on Higher Education (CHED)

**YEAR 2008 Recognitions (CHR, NFCHRE, PAMI, CHED, BCCFI, Incheon National Maritime High School or INMHS)**

29. **Best MET Research Practice- National Plaque of Recognition** -National Plaque of Recognition and cash prize as the first place winner for best Research MET Practices (out of 74 PAMI maritime school members in the country) December 9, 2008 during the 34th PAMI Convention and General Assembly and PAMI search for the national best MET Practice , University of Cebu by the Philippine Association of Maritime Institutions (PAMI)

30. **National Plaque of Recognition for CHRE Best Research Practices (3rd place)** (out of 26 CHRES in the country) December 08, 2008 during the Universal Declaration Celebration of Human Rights Education at Collegio de San Juan De Letran by Commission on Human Rights (CHR) and National Federation of Center for Human Rights Education(FCHRE) and 3rd Runner Up - Best Practices in Human Rights
Education for 2008 and Plaque of Recognition for meritorious performance in managing MAAP Center for Human Rights Education (out of 26 HEIS members of NFCHRE)

December 8, 2008 National Federation of Center for Human Rights Education (NFCHRE) and Commission on Human Rights (CHR)


32. Plaque of Recognition for meritorious services as VP of PAEPI/ BOD Reg3 Oct 29, 2008 PAEPI

33. Certificate of Recognition for having contributed expertise and valuable assistance in the preparation of the 3-year Bataan Integrated Coastal Management Program (ICMP). (It must be noted that on November 4, 2009, Bataan is one of the awardees of the ICMP local implementation and good practices. Bataan is also the first province to accomplish and adopt a Coastal Plan and Sea-use Zoning Plan and had received a special citation from the Regional Programme on Partnerships in Environmental Management and for the Seas of East Asia (PEMSEA). April 17-18, 2008 MAAP, is the only educational institution as member of BCCFI Bataan Coastal Care Foundation (BCCFI) MAAP also contributed in the preparation of the two publications: 1) The Bataan Sustainable Development and 2) The Bataan Strategy Coastal Plan and Sea-use Zoning Plan

34. Certificate of Recognition for having initiated and organized the 2-day Bataan Integrated Coastal Management Program (BICMP) planning workshop 2008, April 17, 2008 by the Bataan Coastal Care Foundation (BCCFI)

35. Certificate of Recognition served as resource speaker/facilitator in the capability building seminar for English teachers/ students that the INMHS sponsored in connection with the National Teachers day celebration in Korea on May 15, 2008. With 15 days (May 6-20, 2008) cultural travel grant provided by Incheon National Maritime High School (INMHS).

---

2007 Recognition (CHR and PAMI)


37. Certificate of Appreciation for having initiated and organized the launching of MAAP as the National Center for Human Rights on MET Sept 14, 2007, MAAP campus with CHR Chair Purificacion Quisumbing as GOH and Speaker, Commission on Human Rights (CHR)

---

Year 2006 Recognition (CHED)

38. National Certificate of Recognition for MAAP Research Program which reads as follows “For the significant contribution of the MAAP Research Program towards the advancement of knowledge and national development” only 47 tertiary schools including MAAP are recognized (out of the 1746 HEIs in the Philippines and 201 HEIs in region III January 25, 2007, For the 2006 CHED Awarding Ceremonies for Best HEI Research Program, PICC, CCP Complex, Roxas Blvd, Pasay City Manila by Commission on Higher Education (CHED).